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ABSTRACT

Flood hazard management is a broad activity. This thesis
is concerned with four aspects of winnipeg flood hazard

management: flood hazard analysis, mitigation measuïes/

disaster preparedness, and disaster response organization.

In the flood hazard analysis, the causes of flooding and

historical floods have been investigated. Based on the
historical flood data, flood frequency analysis was conducted

in order to determine the recurrence of flooding.
Flood hazard adjustments in Winnipeg consist of

structural works and non-structural measures. The four flood
control works and the flood protection systems in winnipeg

have been extensively used since their installation, and they

have protected the city from major flood damages Ln L974, 1-g7g

and l-996 when the f lood threat r^zas greatest. There is a need

to elevate primary dykes after many years of operation, and to
convert some temporary dykes into permanent structures. rt has

been ascertained that the true discharge for a l-60-year ftood
is higher than that orj-ginally computed using the Redwood

Bridge flood dat.a. A range of non-structurar measures has

been examined in this thesis. of them, the FDRp and frood

forecasting were successfully j-mplemented. Government

legislation has been important through exercising contror over

urban development. In view of an increasing flood damage

potential, an insurance program involving public funds and the

viii



private insurance industry coul-d be introduced in order to
provide financial assistance to property owners.

Regardi-ng disaster preparedness in Winnipeg, planning,

training, education, exercise, warning, and the JEpp program

have been reviewed. Flood disaster preparedness training and

education of the general pubric is very row, and more

information materials need to be developed and distributed.
Erectronic media and other educational methods should be

employed/ especially in the spring time, to educate the
public.

rn terms of vÍínnipeg's flood disaster management system,

appropriate government departments and relevant legislation
have been studied. winnipeg flood manuals and guiderines have

to be revised periodically in order to refrect changes in
operation. Inter-agency communication and coordination should

be augmented in order to provide more efficient disaster
management. To prepare for a future f100d response/ a

volunteer system should be established by the city of winnipeg

in conjunction with Human Resources Development canada.

Þ
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1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1.1.1 Background of the Study

The united Nations proclaimed the i-990s as the
fnternational Decade for Natural- Disaster Reduction (TDNDR).

The unanimous passage of General- Assembly resolution 42/L69 on

l-l- December 1987 was based on the belief that natural- hazards

are continuing to pose escalating costs on human societies
through death, destruction, damage and disruption (Jones/

L993; Plate and Kron t L994). rn the context of the ]DNDR,

there is a great need to reassess natural hazards, to promote

their control, and to formulate preparedness prans for them.

of all the natural hazards threatening human society,

"flooding is the most conmon environmental hazard throughout

the world. 'r ( smLth , 1,993: 1,82) . This is because of the
reratively high frequency of frood events, the widespread

geographical distribution of floodplains, and the long-
standing human occupance of the latter.

unlike the united states, where high flood frequencies

and resulting heavy damages are associated with wet temperate

climates, the flood nazard. in canada is relati-vely restricted,
but a recurring probrem. Ho\nrever, of more than 60 kinds of
natural and human-made disasters which could occur in canada,

"floods are the number-one natural disaster in Canada in terms

1. INTRODUCTION



of property damage. lt (Emergency preparedness canada, L996;

p.1). over two hundred canadian tovrns and cities, from

British columbia to Newfoundland, face potentiar flooding
(Foster, 1-9Bl-). Major disasters struck vancouver in rg4g,

winnipeg in 1950, and Toronto in L954, but significant damages

are experienced every year (euinn , 1"9T6).

winnipeg is a canadian city with a serious frood hazard

problem. In the spring of 1950, Winnipeg experienced its
largest flood of the twentieth centuryr perhaps the most

spectacurar exampre of flooding in canada. Following that
flood disaster event, Federal and Manitoba provincial agencies

began investigation of the nature of the flood problem and of
possible ways of reducing the hazard. rn the following
decades, a series of structural and non-structural measures

\iras applied in the flood-prone areas, especially around the
City of Winnipeg.

After decades of ftood reduction efforts for winnipeg,

three major questions may be posed. Firstly, what flood
control programs have been completed? secondry, how effective
are these programs? Finally, how will the city of Ïrlinnipeg

meet the challenge still posed by its flood hazard? All of
these issues will be investigated in this research.

L.L.2 Objectives of the Study

Flood hazard management in winnipeg has been selected for
this study on two bases:

2



(l-) Flooding is the most frequent, damaging natural
hazard in Manitoba, and has been partícularly severe in the
Red River valley. rn the light of the TDNDR, it is opportune

to reassess the flood risk and the range of measures for
coping with this natural hazard.

(2) Winnipeg, the capital city of Manitoba, is at the
confluence of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, hence has a

major potentiar flood hazard. As winnipeg is Manitoba,s

largest city and its poritical-economic centre, research into
its flood hazard management becomes more imperative.

The research has several objectives in terms of
theoretical and practical contributions :

(1) to provide an informed analysis of vüinnipeg's flood
hazard.

(2) to survey the range of coping strategies employed

in flood hazard reduction in Winnipeg.

(3) to examine the existing flood hazard preparedness

programs for Winnipeg.

(4) to discuss aspects of Winnipeg,s current flood
disaster management system.

(5) to promote conceptualization of naturar hazard

reduction in which preparedness and disaster
management are crucial components of the system.

L.2 LITERATURE REVIET¡T

Frood hazard research riterature that ís canadian or

3



international is selectively
focus is on the flood studies

t.o this research project.

L.2.L F].ood Hazard Research

Flood hazard research has a history of over 50 years,
having originated in the united states and having primarily
developed from the 'chicago school,. rn Britain, canada,

Australia and other countries, researchers undertook flood
hazard studies influenced by the American work (parker and

Penning-Rowsell, 1_983 ) .

smith (1-993) stated that, during the early decades of
this century, almost excrusive reliance was placed on

structural measures aimed at the physical control of river
floods. since the l-960s, flood-loss reduction strategies have

become progressively more regulatory in approach employing a

combination of measures. The latter are dominated by

floodplain management including rand-use planning, designed to
reduce the hazard vulnerability of floodplain residents.
Measures incrude flood warning and insurance. Entering the
i-990s, the development of disaster prevention and preparedness

prans, and access to warning systems, become the major goals

of flood hazard research as proposed by the fDNDR.

reviewed in this section. The

in Canada and Manitoba relating

L.2.2 Canadian Elood Hazard Research

canadian flood hazard research developed earry as a

4



direct outgrowth from the Chicago natural hazard studies of

flooding (Burton, 1,965; Sewell , 1,965¡ .Hewitt and Burton,

L971-). the cooperative federal-provincial "Fl-ood Damage

ReductÍon Programt' vtras initiated in 1-975, with emphasis on

non-structural measures (Mitchell, Gardner, Cook and Veale,

1-978; Handmer, 1-980; Page, 1,980; Andrews, 1,993): it involved

a major effort by all levels of government. One of the

excellent research contributions in this period ïras the

investigation of the flood hazard in the Grand River

Watershed, Ontario: this work combined studies of physical

adjustments and institutional measures (Mitchell et al, 1-978).

Later studies of Ontario/s historic flood damage are by

Shrubsole, Kreutzwiser, Mj-tchell, Dickinson and Joy (1993¡ and

by Milterd, Dufournaud and Schaefer (l-994). As a contribution

to the IDNDR/ Andrews (1-993) edited and presented an

authoritatíve report, Flooding: Canada Ïrlater Book, which gives

a full and historical account of flooding cause/ consequence

and mitigation policy in Canada.

1.2.3 Mani-toba and Winnipeg Flood Hazard. Research

In addition to Ontario, Manitoba is another focus of

flood hazard research in Canada. Regarding the historic flood

hazards before 1-950, few studies rrrere undertaken (Anderson,

l-873; Atwood, 1"923; Hurst | 1"949) . After the disastrous

f looding of 1-950, f lood hazard research \¡ras started in

earnest, and a wave of government investigation reports and

5



individual research on flood damages emerged (clark, L950;

Government of Canada prairie Command, l-950; United States

Geological Survey, ]-950; Department of Resources and

Development Canada, 1,952; Rutherford and Baracos, j-gsj_, 1953;

Red River Basin Investigation, L953; Baracos , 1,954; Hurst,

1-9s7 ) .

Tn the 1960s and 1-970s, attention shifted to f 1ood

control structures constructed during this period (Department

of Agrieulture and Conservation, L963; Weber, 1967 ¡ Rich,

1'974). rn the following decade, studies with emphases on the
operation and management of these flood control systems were

produced (Rannie, 1-980; Mudry, MacKay, and. Austford , L9B1-;

Carlyle, L984; Agyare/ 1"992). Agyare (L992¡ proposed a

decision support system for flood control management with a

focus on flood damage analysis, which incorporated
geographical information systems (crs) techniques. To date in
the l-990s/ apparentty there have not been any major research

projects on the flood hazard in Manitoba. However, a recent

article by MacDonald (r994) provided a retrospective
description of floods in the Red River Va11ey.

In regard to lrlinnipeg f lood disaster/emergency

management, relatively little research has been undertaken

(Hannigan and Kueneman, L978; Goulter and Hannan, L9B4¡

Bumsted, L987 ) . Hannigan and Kueneman (1,979) concentrated

their sociological studies on individual av/areness of flood
hazards in flood-prone southern Manitoba. Goulter and Hannan

6



(l-984) reviewed the Manitoba flood forecasting system and the

response of the government agencies.

1.3 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

This study is to investigate the f1ood hazards in
winnipeg, and to analyze its flood hazard management system.

Chapter 2 gives a brief description of Winnipeg/s

development. Particularry addressed is winnipeg's dependence

on its main rivers, in terms of their uses for settlement,

transportation, water supply and recreation.
Chapter 3 analyzes the flood hazard in Winnipeg. This

chapter gives a suÍrmary of the historical floods and provides

a flood frequency analysis, based on historic flood data.

Chapter 4 surveys the human adjustments to the flood
hazard. The structural works and non-structural measures are

described, and the benefits and limitations of these are

assessed.

Chapter 5 examines the preparedness programs in Winnipeg.

This chapter describes the planning, training, education, and

exercise programs related to ftood disaster preparedness.

Chapter 6 presents the legislatíon and institutions
pertinent to the flood disaster management in Winnipeg. It
discusses the disaster organizations and the flood disaster
management systems.



2 . L DESCRIPTION OF üTINNIPEG

2.L.L Geographical Location

winnipeg is located at the junction of the Red River and

Assiniboine River. rt is approximately 100km nort.h of the
canada-u.s.A. border, and it is armost at the geographical

centre of North America. The city has been referred to
traditionally as the "Gateway to the west,,, as it is situated
near the eastern limit of the Canadian prairies.

2. WÏNNIPEG DEVELOPMENT

2.L.2 Historica1- Development

rn 1738 Pierre de La verendrye established a fur trading
settlement carled Fort Rouge at the "forks',, the junction of
the Red and Assiniboine Rivers (Marsh, l-9BB). rn the early
nineteenth century in this locality, the Red River corony was

established by the Earl of selkirk (i-81-2): this settlement was

a hub of the fur trade until the l-BBOs, when grain production

became the principal industry in western canada. The rivers
were the heart of the Red River Colony; f arms \^/ere laid in
narrow strips along the riverbanks for irrigation and easy

transport. Incorporated as a city in l_873, Winnipeg became the
main commereial centre for canada's grain trade, servÍng as

headquarters for many grain companies and the canadian wheat

B



Board (Morton , L957; Weir | 1-97 4; Bumsted, 1-9BB i Krenz and

Leitch, 1-993 ) .

Winnipeg's strategic location made it the natural focus

for the western extension of the Canadian transcontinental-

railways. With the compl-etion of the Canadian pacific Railway

(l-BB5) / a nev¡ era of expansion and prosperity in Winnipeg

began. Artibise (1-988) stated that very many immigrants, high

wheat prices, and plentiful capital contributed to rapid
growth. By 19LL Winnipeg ranked as the third largest city in
Canada and the fourth in manufacturing.

After L91,4, Winnipeg entered a recession. "The Winnipeg

General Strike (l-91-9) left scars, and the Great Depression

plunged business, manufacturing, wholesale trade and the mail-

order business into sharp decline. " (Artibise, l-988: p.231-6) .

Decades later the development of petroleum, natural gas, coal

and potash shifted the economic power westward from here.

Winnipeg's nonopoly of the marketing of agricultural products

and of the distribution of goods was challenged by Regina,

Saskatoon, Edmonton and Calgary. The two Albertan

metropolises have gro\^¡n rapidly relative to lrlinnipeg in the

past forty years. Today, Winnipeg is still a center of
transportation, distribution, banking and insurance.

Metropolitan TrTinnipeg contains more than one half of

Manitoba's population of 1-. l-33 million ( in 1,992 ¡ and it
dominates the provincial economy.



2.2 RIVER DEPENDENCE

Humans have always been dependent on rivers. The rich
flood plains adjacent to them are used for agricurturar
purposes. Also, cities and towns have been l-ocated along

rivers that can be used for transportation, trade, and power

generation. without doubt, the Red and Assiniboine rivers
were instrumentar in the development of the city of winnipeg,
and even the province of Manitoba.

Actua11y, the name of winnipeg comes from the rndian cree

word meaning "Muddy watersr' (parks & Recreation Department,

1-982) . rt implies that the site of vüinnipeg and its early
development \¡/ere dependent on the rnuddy river waters which

flowed through it.

2.2.L River-Oriented Sett].ement

A study of the historic development of settlement along

the Red River reveals the significance of the river. winnipeg

has a long functional association with the Assiniboine and

Red. The Forks, at the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine,
\{as a commerciar site, the best place to control the fur
trade. At the Forks, the village of lfinnipeg grew up along the
banks of the Red and Assiniboine. since these rivers were the
main arteries of communication, the buildings of various
villages, such as st. James and st. charles on the Assiniboine
River, and st. Boniface and st. vital on the Red River, rrere

situated along the banks (Morton I L9s7 ) . The rivers carried

1_0



people and materials, and provided water, fish, and power for
the local peopte.

2.2.2 lrlaternray Transportation

From earriest times the waterways were essential- to
transportation in winnipeg,s development. The Red River was

part of the fur transportation route linking northern lakes,
rivers and Hudson Bay. The Assinj_boine River vras the fur
traders' route to the western plains. Therefore, lVinnipeg was

a readily accessible settlement for fur trading. fn the
steamboat. days of the late nineteenth century, Winnipeg \i/as a
riverport for settlers heading west to their homesteads.

Morton (L957 ) referred to a regular steamboat service along
the Assiniboine between winnipeg and portage 1a prairie after
L876.

Boats v/ere the prJ-mary methods of transportation of
freight and people. The .Ãnson Northrup, named after its owner,

hras the f irst steamboat on the Red River in i-859. Between

l-859 and L871, it v/as the only steamer moving goods on its
north-south route (Krenz and Leitch, l-993). gi* additional
boats were built between L87L and l-975. The steamboats brought
settlers, supplies, and construction materiars from the united
States to Winnipeg. After 1,876, they shipped grain from

winnipeg to Minnesota for export to Europe (parks & Recreation
Department, 1982). steamboating on the Red River lasted 53

years, ending in 1'91'2 (Krenz and Leitch | 1,993). with the

l_ l-



coming of the railroad from st. paul, Minnesota, to winnipeg
in i-878, and canadian pacific railroad to winnipeg in lBBl-,

the need for water transportation was lessened. The rivers
vrere used for shipping cargo on barges even after the turn of
the century, and, in fact, up until 1,g70. Nowadays water
transportation ís restricted to the Red Ri-ver between winnipeg
and Lake Winnipeg (Green , Lggs).

2.2.3 lrlater Supply and Water euality
The first settlements \,rere along the well- drained revees

of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. one of the major factors in
the choice of site was the access by water. The early land
drainage works were agricultural; fater they were for t.he

settlement of Winnipeg (Graham, l_984).

The Red and Assiniboine rivers cross intensively-used
agricultural land, from which fertilizers/ pesticides and

organic materials enter the rivers in run-off. upstream water
quality usualÌy meets the Manitoba surface water euaTity
objectives for fish and other aquatic life. However the
combination of natural and human upstream activities create
poorer water conditions as the rivers reach TVinnipeg. The high
phosphate content from fertilizers/ the poor physical
condition for recreation (high suspended solids content and

low clarity), and unaesthetic characteristics for drinking
(poor taste, odour and water hardness), all fail to meet the
Manitoba objectives (vüorks and operations Division, 199J_a).
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At present/ many licenses exist for the use of river
water for agriculture. only a few industries employ river
water for such purposes as equipment cooling, and these uses

have no specific requirements for water quality. Hov¡ever, the
Red and Assiniboine rivers are not a main source of drinking
water in winnipeg. They are currently used as receiving water
for sewage lagoon and treatment plant discharge. Both rivers
have similar water quality, and extensive treatment is
required (Works and Operations Division, l-991b).

The existing water supply system for winnipeg includes
the Shoa} Lake water source, the Shoal Lake Aqueduct, the
Deacon Reservoir and the city,s water distribution system. To

meet the increasing water demand, according to the lfinnipeg
DeveTopment Plan Review (James F. Maclaren Ltd. , L979), the
Assiniboine River would provide more adequate water to the
existing supply system rather than the Red River for the
reasons:

(1) An Assiniboine river source would be better located for
integration into the existing supply and distribution
systems.

(2) The south nnd and North End lvater pollution control
centers discharge into the Red Ríver. consequently, the
use of the Assiniboine River wourd receive greater pubric
acceptance.

(3) Flow control in the upper reaches of the Red River occurs

within the u.s.A. making this river a less reliable water
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source.

2.2.4 Water-Based Recreation

The demand for recreational facil_ities in winnipeg is
growing with the increase in population and increasing leisure
time. The Red and Assiniboine are valuable resources for water
sports, especially canoeing, boating, skiing and fishing¡ âs

welr as for riverj-ne camping. only during the past three
decades have these rj-vers become important for recreation and

tourism (Green , 1-gg5). The Red River is the largest singre
recreation resource for much of the Red River valley.

sport fishing is a popular activity along the Red River
north of Lockport in both sunmer and winter, although it is a

significant recreation within winnipeg. within the past few

years, the development of The Forks complex at the confluence
of the Red and Assiniboine rivers has proved to be a major

tourist facility. Associated with this complex, a riverwalk
has been constructed along the north bank of the Assiniboine
from The Forks to the Manitoba Legislature. A riverwalk arso

extends from The Forks downriver on the west bank of the Red.

This aesthetic riverine resource is an important recreational
facility.

There are five major marina/boat launching areas

operating within vtinnipeg. River boats from two commercial

boat-touring operations regularly ply the waters of the Red as

it winds its way through the city past moïe than 30 park and
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recreation areas between the north perimeter and south
perimeter highway bridges (Manitoba clean Environment
commission, l-980). River cruises enable sightseeing along the
Red and Assiniboine Rivers. up to five commercial cruise boats
ply the rivers regularry. The first river boat used for
cruises in this city was the M.S. paddlewheel eueen,
constructed in l-965 (creen | 7gg5). power boating is popular
along the Red between the floodway entrance control structure
at st. Norbert and the town of selkirk. Estimates range
between l-1-,000 and 70,000 boaters on the rivers in winnipêg,
with about 60 per cent being regurar river users who moor
their boats at privat.e docks or marinas (lrTorks and operations
Division, L99l_b) .

swimming activity within winnipeg's rivers Ís unconrmon/

due to their natural- murky appearance and their contamination.
The steep and muddy banks are unappealing to swimmers and pose

safety hazards. wi-nter skiing on the wider and straighter
stretches of the river is quite conmon.
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3.1 RIVER SYSTEM

3.

Winnipeg is
of the Red River

FLOOD HAZARD ANALYSIS

3.1.1 Red River

The Red River , BTTkm long, rises in Lake Traverse on the
Minnesota-south Dakota border as the Bois de sioux River; it
flows directly north past Fargo and Grand Forks, crossing the
canadian border near Emerson/ Manitoba. The Red receives its
largest tributary, the Assiniboine, in Winnipeg. Eventually it
flows into Lake winnipeg. The Red frows northwards across the
broad flat floor of pro-glacial Lake Agassiz. overlying
lacustrine sediments are alluviat deposits. rn times of
severe drought (e.g. Lg34) the river can virtualry dry up

(Marsh, 1-988). By contrast, a late spring thaw after heavy

sno\¡rs can cause the Red to f lood. The f lood threat is
exacerbated because the north-frowing Red has upper reaches
that thaw before the lower reaches do.

The Red River drainage basin upstream from st. Norbert is
L24,300km2 (48/000 sq. mi.), of which 1J- per cent of the area
is in Manitoba (Manitoba clean Environment commission, l-980;

Krenz and Leitch, l-993). The Red/s elevatj-on at wahpeton

L6

situated within the two major drainage basins
and Assiniboine River (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1 The Red and Assiniboine River Basins

Source: MacDonald (1994).
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(North Dakota) is 287m (943 ft.) above sea level, and Lake

Vüinnipeg is about 21-8m (71,4 f t. ) above sea level . The

difference in elevation between these two points is
approximately 70m (22g ft.) over a distance of BB5km (550

mi. ) . The longitudinal slope of the Red River between these

locations averages about 0.075m/km. This extremery l-ow

gradient is conducive to flooding of the Red River plain.

3.L.2 Assiniboine River

The Assiniboine River, 1070km long, rises in southeast

saskatchewan. rt enters the Lake of the prairies near the
Manítoba border, and downstream it is joined by the eu'Apperle
River. southeast of Brandon, the souris River joins the
Assiniboine. The latter has eroded a broad valley through the
Manitoba Escarpment before crossing the proglacial Lake

Agassiz plain to Winnipeg.

3.I-.3 Hydrological Characteristics

Within Manitoba, the Roseau, Rat and Seine rivers enter
the Red River from the east, whereas La Salle, Morris and

Assiniboine rivers enter from the west. some tributaries of
the Red in the u.s.A. and Manitoba have a fairly rapid descent

into the Red River valley, where their gradients are reduced

to a little more than that of the Red River. The western

tributary streams are characterized by frequent low discharges

compared with those of the eastern tributaries, due to

l-8
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slightly lower precipitation, the lack of regulating lakes and

swamps, and the existence of many undrained areas (Red River
Basin fnvestigation/ 1953).

The stream flows in the Red River basin are highly
variabl-e. The ]owest annual discharge f or the Red River at
Emerson over the period of record ( f rom L9L2) was 3 . 0xl_0sm3

recorded in 1934. The highest annual discharge at the same

location \,\ras 1l-l-. 0xl-08m3 recorded in l-950 . Normarty the
minimum monthly flow occurs in February, with an average

discharge of 20m3/s. The highest monthly discharge is usuarry
in April. The average April flow over the period of record is
340m3/s. At Redwood Bridge in vüinnipeg, discharge rates range

from a ]ow of L59m3/s in February j-9gl-, to a maximum of
3058m3/s in May l-950 (Manitoba clean Environment commissj-on,

l-980). Mean spring flow is 850m3/s at Redwood Bridge.

3.2 THE CAUSES Or FLOODTNG

Most flooding in the region occurs as the result of
spring snowmelt. However, occasionar floods do occur as a

consequence of large sunmer rainfalls. Factors influencing
river flooding potential fall into three categories: climate,
topography, and ground conditions.

3.2.L Climate

seasonal flooding may be produced by spring snowmelt in
areas of abundant sno\,v accumulation and marked seasonal
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temperature changes. The meteorologicar conditions that
aggravate flooding within the Red River over this region are

heavy autumnal precipitation/ severe frost before snowfall,
abundant snowfall particularly durj-ng the latter portion of
winter, a rate and sudden melt of the snowpack, and heavy

rainfal-l and wet snow during the spring breakup of river ice
(Carlyle, L984) .

Floods in the lower reaches of the Red and Assiniboine
have always been associated with spring snowmelt. rt is
estimated that snolr only constitutes about- 17 per cent of the
total yearry precipitation in the lower Red River basin, yet
melt of accumulated snow, in eombination with other factors,
has been the main cause of river flooding (Red River Basin

rnvestigation, l-953 ) . Andre\,vs ( l-993, p. 5B ) summarizes the
major factors affecting snowmert runoff in this area:

I extent, and moisture content, of snoÌr cover.
I rate of melting of the snow.

r rain coincident with snowmelt.

I soil moisture and temperature.

¡ absorptive capacity of the clay soils.
Flood hydrographs associated with snowmelt runoff into

large rivers are typically characterized by slow rising limbs,
prolonged high flows and gradual recessions (Red River Basin

Investigation, l-953 ) .

The Red River and some of its tributaries may increase

the flood hazard due to ice jams, depending on the prevaiting
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temperatures at break-up. vühere warm air is moving from the
southwest, the runoff from the southern portion of the basin
may be partially brocked by ice in the northerly reaches of
the rivers (Red River Basin rnvestigation, 1953c). rce jams

occur occasionallyr particurarly on the Red,s tributaries, and

these locally may cause river level rises of 2.4m to 2.Tm (B-9

f t. ) in a day. A sudden thaw accompanied by heavy rai_nf all_

promotes a spri_ng f lood too.

3 .2.2 Topography

carlyle (1984) observed that " [t]he valley of the Red

River is structurally and geomorphologicarly predisposed to
flooding. " (p.331-). The topography of the region is obviously
responsible for its natural tendency to flooding. The Red

River flows across the virtualry flat bed of former Lake

Agassiz. The average longitudinal slope is slightly greater
than 0.09m/km between Fargo and Grand Forks, and is about
0.045mlkm from the latter point to winnipeg (Red River Basin
Tnvestigation, 1-953a). As a result, the Red easily spills
over its low banks onto the surrounding flat prairie.

The course of the Red River and the pattern of its
tributaries influence the magnitude and duration of flooding.
Sometimes, there is a situation where peak flows from the
Red's confruent streams coincide wíth the frood crest moving

northward along the main river (Red River Basin rnvestigation,
1953c¡.
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3.2.3 Natural Channel Conditions

The normal channels of the Red and AssiniboÌne rivers are
inadequate to caïry exeess snowmelt frows. For instance, the
natural channel of the Red can accommodate only about one-
third to one-half the peak discharge that occurred in May

l-950 ' consequently, the cities and towns of Manitoba and North
Dakota bordering the Red and Assiniboine have a long record of
flood experience (Red River Basin Investigation , I953b).
Table 3.1- gives the approximate channel dimensions and flow
capacities at selected stations. ït can be seen, by comparing
Table 3.3 and 3.r, that the naturar channel at vüinnipeg can
only carry a flood discharge with an approximate return period
of 7 years.

Table 3. l- channel characteristics of the Red River

Location

Wahpeton, N.D.
Fargo, N.D.
Grand Forks, N.D.
Emerson, MB
Winnipeg, MB
North of Selkirk,

MB

Height
above
Lake
Winnipeg

(m)

ource:

1,67
1,37
91-
47
1-4
l-. 8

3.2.4 Ground Conditions

Vegetation al-so affects

widrh
of
Stream

(m)

46
76
1"22
L52
r-9 I
274

ver Basin

Depth
(m)

Approximate
Channel
Capacity

(mt /s)

3
6
9
I
9
4.6

nves

42
9l-
5l_0
L07 6
1"954
- -affected
by water
level of
Lake
Winnipeg

ga

flood potential. Historically,
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there were tal_l grasslands, creeks and marshlands along the
Red and Assiniboine rivers which retained large amounts of
rain water. Today the same places have become open fields, and.

many marshes have disappeared with the creation of drainage
ditches. These land-use changes promote flood formation
because rain water is quickly transferred into the rivers. As

a general rule/ open ditch drainage increases the rate of
runoff. Ho'wever, the characteristics of stream flow depends on

many factors. compared with other factors determining the
magnitudes and frequencies of flood discharges, the irnpact of
open ditch drainage is insignificant (Red River Basin
Investigation, 1_953c) .

3.2.5 Contribution to FloodÍng

The Assiniboine River, with a basin aïea of about
l-63,000km2 (63/000 sq. ni.), is the largest tributary of the
Red. Compared with the Red, the Assiniboine has lower
discharges and its peak fr-ows are usually smarrerr âs its
basin lies largely within a drier climatic region. Rannie

(1-980) estimated that the Assiniboine River contributes only
31- percent (or 25 percent according to water Resources Branch,
1-981-) of the water f lowing through winnipeg. Forty-f ive
percent of the combined flow of the Assiniboine and Red is
derived from Manitoba, 46 percent from the united states, and

9 percent from saskatchewan (Manitoba clean Environment

Commission, 1,992) .
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water Resources Branch (l-981-) established a correl_ation
between Red River flood peaks and Assiniboi_ne . Ri_ver

contributions to them:

Yo:2770 + 0. t-g6xo

in which Yo is the estimated Assiniboine River contribution
(in cfs¡, xo is the Red River flood peak at Redwood Bridge.
The correl-ation coefficient is l:0.71_, and st.andard devi-ation
is o=23, 029 respectively.

By using the linear correlation and confidence rimits
(+L.645o, at o,:90å), three Assiniboine River contributions
were estimated for various Red River peak discharges. The

three values representing the upper, the average and the lower
limits/ are referred to as the maximum/ the average and the
minimum contribution respectively to the Red River peaks
(Table 3.2).

Most of the runoff in the Red and Assiniboine watershed
occurs during the spring. Hov¡ever, the timing of peak flows
on the two rivers does not normarly coincide. clark (r-950)
found that in onry 1-5 percent of cases the peak discharge on
the Assiniboine River coincided with the flood crest on the
Red River. rn 7s percent of cases, the peak of the Assiniboine
River was later than that of the Red. The other 10 percent of
all cases involved the Assiniboine cresting prior to the Red.

unti] the completion of the flood control works at
Portage la prairie, Assiniboine floodwaters sometimes caused
serious damage between there and winnipeg. However, normarry,
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the Assiniboine was only a contributing, rather than a causar,
factor of flooding in Vfinnipeg itself.

Red River peak
in Winnipeg

to t.he Red River peaks at
Table 3.2 Assiniboine

10, 000
20 | 000
30, 000
40/ 000

50, ooo
60, 000
70,000
80, ooo
90,000

1_00, 000
l_1_0,000
1-20, 000
l_30, 000
l_40, 000

l_50, 000
160, 000
l_70, 000
190, 000
l_90, 000

200, 000
21_0, 000
220,000
230,000
240 ,000

250,000
260,000
270,000
290, 000
290, 000

Assiniboine River Contribution
Minimum

r,200
3f100

5/ 000
6,900
8, 600
10,4oo
t2,200

13, 900
L5,7oo
L7 ,400
l_9, 100
20, 8oo

22 | 400
24 , L00
25 ,8oo
27 ,400
29 , ooo

3o,6oo
32 | 300
33, 9oo
35,500
37, 000

38, 6oo
40 ,200
41, 8oo
43, 300
44 ,900

River
James

Contribution
Avenue 1in cfs¡

Average

4,600
6, 500
8, 400
1_0 ,200

L2, L00
13, 9oo
15, 800
77,700
19, 500

2L,400
23 | 200
25 ,1_00
27,000
28 ,8oo

30, 7oo
32 | 500
34 | 400
36, 300
38, L00

4o, ooo
41_/ 800
43 ,7 oo
45,6Q0
47 ,400

49, 300
51_/ 100
53, 000
54 ,900
56,700

Maximum

Note:
rce

15 / 500
L7 | 300

1_9 ,200
21_, L00
23 ,000
24 | 900
26 ,9oo

29, 900
3o,8oo
32, 8oo
34 / 900
36,800

38, 9oo
4l_/ 000
43 | 000
45, l_00
47,200

49 ,300
51_/ 400
53, 500
55, 6oo
57, 800

59, 900
62 ,900
64 ,200
66,400
68, 500

3.3

at'er Resources
to keep the accuracy ofimperial system is adbpted

3. 3.1 Hydrological Records

The earliest continuous records of
discharges in the Red River Basin may date
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gauges were installed by the Corps of Engineers, United States
Army¡ orl the Red River at and above Grand Forks. observations
of the peak flood stages of the Red River at winnipeg vrere
taken by the city Engineer/s office from 1-gT4, with the
exception of seven yeaïs (1879 and l_gg6-l_g9t-). Daily stage
records at Emerson and winnipeg have been kept conti_nuously
since 1-91"2 and published by water Resources oivision of the
Manitoba Government (Red River Basin rnvestigation/ 1953).
For the period of J-9L2 to 7971-, the gauging station was at the
Redwood Bridge in winnipeg. rn 1,97L the gauge was rel-ocated
to the James Avenue pumping station. published stage data at
these stations since r-969 reflect reguration by flood control
works (V[ater Resources Branch, ]_9gl-) .

3 . 3 . 2 HistorÍcal Floods

Little is known about flood events prior to organized
settlement of the Red River corony, atthough temporary trading
posts \,vere established in this area as early as 1,73g (Red

River Basin f nvestigation, l_953 and j_953b; Andrews, 1993 ) .

Following the colonization of the Red River valrey in rf.l_21

there was no ment.ion of flooding at winnipeg, but historical
accounts indicate that there was very high water near pembina

(North Dakota) in l-Bl-5 (Red River Basin rnvestigation, i-953).

The three large floods in early times occurred in 1826,
L852 and 1-86l- (Red River Basin rnvestigation , 1_gs3) . Much of
the site of present-day winnipeg was covered with water, and
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the whole Red River varley appeared rather like a lake. The

greatest flood in the period of organized settlement occurred
in the spring of Lg26; it resulted from wet weather in the
previous autumn, a winter of heavy snow/ and a l_ate spring
with a sudden thaw in early May coinciding with heavy

rainfal-ls (Andrews r 1_gg3) . The Red rose rapidly, driving the
inhabitants of winnipeg westward to sturgeon creek for refuge.
At Fort Garry, the Red River rose 2.7m in 24 hours. The

estimated maximum discharge through the town was 637rm3/s, and

occurred on 2l-st May 1-826. The recurrence interval of a f lood
of this magnj-tude is about 667 years (MacDonald, L994). Flood
waters forced the abandonment of Foït Garry and vi_rtualry
destroyed every building there. Almost all of the present-day
buirt-up area of Greater winnipeg (with the exception of the
westernmost suburbs) was inundated (see Figure 3-2).

The second and third rargest floods occurred in l-g52 and

l-861- respectivery. As in L826, the floods vrere due to a wet
autumn, heavy winter snows, a late and sudden spring thaw, and

rainfall during the snowmert runoff period. These froods ïrere
accurately documented by several observers. The frood of 1,g52

was 0.6m lower than the l-826 peak. At the junction of the Red

and Assiniboine, the water rose to an elevation of 232.4m, and

the peak discharge, which occurred on 21-st May l-g52, reaehed

about 4672m3/s. The estimated recurrence interval is l_50

year.s. As Figure 3-2 reveals, flooding was not as extensive as
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Figure 3-2 Historical Floods in Winnipeg

Source: adapted from the Department of Environmental Planning (1979) and Long (1970).
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in L826. Most of present-day west winnipeg was not frooded.

However/ compared with 1,826/ more damage resulted due to the
interim increase in settlement. About 3500 people,

representing 75 per cent of the population, abandoned their
homes, and at least one person drowned (Andrews, 1993; Red

River Basin Investigation, 1953).

The 186l- flood peak (3540m3/s) occurred on Bth May, and

was 1.2m lower than the l_826 peak. The Nor-Vüester, Winnipeg/s

first newspaper (bi-monthly), provided a graphic description
of the flood. The maximum elevation reached by the water at
The Forks is estimated at 231-.8n (Red River Basin

rnvestigation, 1-953). The flood forced many settlers to
abandon their homes and to seek refuge on higher land.

However, damage was significantry less than that in the Lgs2

event because floodwaters \¡irere much less extensive (Andrews,

r_993 ) .

3.3.3 Recent Floods

For most of the first half of the twentieth century, few

major floods occurred. only in 1,904, r9J-6 and L94g did peak

discharges of over 2000m3/s exj-st. There h/ere numerous

moderate peak discharges during this period. Nevertheless, the
f lood damage threat gre\4i as development of the City of
Winnipeg took place.

The most extensive and prolonged Winnipeg ftood thus far
in the twentieth century occurred during the period of Apri_l,
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May and June of 1-950, the fourth largest flood event on record
(Figure 3-2). This event was widely reported (clark , 1-950;

G.o.c. Prairie command, L950; Hurst, 1957; Red River gasin

f nvestigation , 1953 ¡ Rasky , 1,96L; US G.S. , 1_967; Gardner,

1-g76; Bumsted, l-993) . The flood was caused by an unusual

combination of factors: relatively high water content of the
sno\¡rl a sequence of cord and \{arm air temperatures, and

intense rains during the flood (Zetinsky and Kosinski, ]-ggj_).

rhe late spring and heavy snowfall of the preceding winter
caused the waters of the Red to reach flood proportions about

the middle of April. A heavy rainfall, twice the normal

precipitation for the month, occurred on May 4 and 5; this
exacerbated the flood probrem (Hurst, l_950; Red River Basin
rnvestigation, l-953). The river reached flood revel by Aprir
22. The water level continued rise until May l-gth, when it
reached a crest of 9.24m (30.3 ft.) due to heavy rainfalr. A

near-peak stage (about 30 ft.) lasted from May rq to May 20

(clark/ 1950). The Red's peak discharge was 3059m3/s, with a

return period of ZB years; this discharge is less than half
the peak flow of the Lg26 flood.

According to the Department of Resources and Development

canada (L952), " [t]he flood on the Red River of the North

caused the greatest damage to winnipeg that the city has ever

experienced. " (p.11-6). During the flood, the water was zero

to about 4.6m (1-5 ft. ) deep in some of the row-lying districts
near the rivers, particularry in the Fort Garry and st. vital
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areas. vüater covered about one tenth of the city by May ]4.
some 8,200 homes in Greater winnipeg were flooded, incruding
5,500 in which water reached above the first floor (crark,
l-950). rn winnipeg, the river was above the flood stage of j-g

feet for 51 days (from April 2r Lo June J-0) (wild | 1-gg6b), and

forced between 70,000 and l-00,000 persons to evacuate their
homes. During the flooding two dykes (vfildwood Dyke and

Riverview Dyke) were breached, and one volunteer pump operator
drowned (clark, l-950; Zelinsky and Kosinskj- , Lgg1,; Andrews,

l-993). The property damage was estimated at $25 million, about

$500 million today (Wild, 1996b).

The flood of 1'966 along the Red River \,ras severe in terms

of its damage cost, with a total of çr2.2 mirtion ($49.2 in
L99L dorlars) (Andre\^/s/ l-993) / the highest loss since l_950.

This flood resulted from an above average accumulation of snow

following a wet autumn in l-965. Early forecasts indicated
that flooding in L966 would be as serious as that of 1950,

which had a peak stage of 9.24m. However, no significant
rainstorms preceded the L966 flood peak, which reached only
8 .02m (26 .3L ft. ) (Long , 1,970) . F100ding af fected a

relatively small area within tVinnipeg (see Fig. 3-2).

Nonetheless/ this event involved the second largest emergency

operation in the city's history (Rannie, l-98o), it caused much

damage, and it resurted in large-scale disruption of normal

urban activity.
fn the spring of L979, a large accumulated snowpack, late
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and exceedingry rapid melt, and heavy April rainfarl in the
upper part of the Red/s drainage basin combined to produce a

severe fl-ood condition in the Red River valrey (Rannie/ j-9g0).

The naturaL L979 maximum flood discharge (3/030m3/s) was close
to that of the l-950 flood (3,05gm3/s¡. However, the 1,grg flood
event occurred after the construction of the winnipeg flood
control system. As a consequence, property damage in 1,979 was

limited to south of the Froodway, and. city activity was

scarcely affected (Manitoba Government services, 19go;

Andrews I L993) (Figure 3-2).

The onry other post-Floodway flood event that possessed

a greater natural peak discharge than the j-966 flood was that
of 1,974 (approximately 2,700m3/s1; in Winnipeg, its ef fect was

negligibre due to the operation of the major flood control
works.

unlike the springtime river fl-oods, due to rapid snowmelt

and heavy rains / a recent f lood event in vüinnipeg occumed in
the sunmer of 1993, the wettest sunmer in L2o years in the
lower Red River valley. This rainstorm fl-ood event resulted
from three major downpours on July 24-25, August g and August

14, which exceeded the design input of the city,s sel,,¡er system

at many locations (CNC-IDNDR, L994). By mid-August, Winnipeg

had received 427.8mn of rain since ,June L, compared to the
historical average of 231run for the three sunmer months.

Gardens, fards and streets in the st. vital and Fort Garry

areas vzere inundated, and many basements were flooded (anon.,
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l-993a). Homeowners along the Red River suffered milrions of
doll-ars damage from water backup f rom se\,vers and f rom
rainwater incursion into basements. The Red rose 3.3m above
its normal- summer revels and submerged some row-lying areas.
sturgeon creek and other tributaries of the Assiniboine and
Red had f lash f rood conditions. Basically the flooding \,ras

caused by unusuarly heavy rainfarls that saturated the heavy
clays in the Red River valley and resulted in standing water
that soon overloaded the urban sewer system. The frood damage
and cleanup costs in the i-993 event were estimated at $50
mill-ion, while the total insurance craim for damage due to
storm sewer backup was an additional gi_60 nilrion (CNC-TDNDR/

L994) .

3.3.4 Summary

Table 3.3 shows the esti-mated maximum discharges in order
of relative
all floods

flood level
the table for comparative purposes.

flood magnitudes at winnipeg. rt can be seen that
occurred j-n late April or May. The Red River peak

for the L993 summeï rainstorms event is added to
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Table 3.3 Worst Floods on the Red River at Winnipeg

Date of Maximum
Discharge

1-826 May 2L
1-852 May 21,
1-861 May I
1950 May L9
L966 April
L91-6 April
1-882 May 3
L904 April
1-948 May l-
l-956 April
L960 April
1"892 April

Estimated Maximum
Discharge 1m3/sec

1-4
24

24

27
1-8

1"9

271"897 April

6
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1-

L
l-

374
672
540
058
497
427
421
209
1-24
974
96s
957
954

After the Floodway
L979 May l-0
L974 April 25
L987 April 9
1-970 April 30
J-969 May 2
l-993 August l-5

Liketihood of
Recurrence
(in years)

Normal- Flow:
Spring
Summer

667
l-5 0
45
2B
1-4
t-3
l_3
9
B

7
7
7
7

was built
3/030
2t71_B
2t350
2,25L
2,1_43
1/ 303

ource:
Resources Branch,
Resources.

Note: * Computed natural
control works.

( l_969 )

3 .4 FLOOD FREQUENCY AIIALYSTS

3.4.L Flood Data Series

In frequency analysis, two data series of peak flows are

often defined: the annual maximum series and the partial
duration series. It is known that the two series form

different probability distributions, but for return periods of
10 years and more, the dífferences are minimal, and the annual
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maximum series is the one most usually anaryzed (shaw, l_9s3).

The annual maximum series takes the singre peak discharge in
each year of record; as a consequence/ the data set is equal

to the length of record. The annual maximum discharges on the
Red River at Redwood Bridge are recored in Table 3.4.

Year Data

L826 637L
1_852 4672
t_861 3540
i-8 7 5 L042
L876 807
1,877 1068
t_878 382

1_880 LLTB
l-881_ L29I
l_882 242]-
1_883 1422
1884 1_345
1_885 l-008

1_892 L957
r_893 1,897
1_894 1-303
l_895 957
1-896 L74L
L897 L954
1_898 L458
1_8 9 9 345
1_900 331

Table 3.4 Annual Maximum Flow
at Redwood Bridge, Winnipeg

Year Data

1_901 977
7902 L404
r_903 8l_9
1-904 2209
r_9 0 5 6L4
1906 866
L907 980
1908 909
r_9 09 57I
r_910 980
]-gtL 345
L9L2 586
1_91-3 L277
L9L4 442
l_91_5 326
l_9i.6 2427
L9r7 1"1,24
191_8 40s
L9L9 665
L920 t_090
1_92L 628
L922 82]-
1,923 r_809
L924 654
L925 1l-90
1926 379
L927 1_4 5 s
L928 9L2
1_929 9L2
l_9 3 0 L042

Year Data

l_931_ 688
1932 L062
1933 1096
1-934 442
l_9 3 5 425
1936 L067
L937 2t9
L938 436
1_9 3 9 357
L940 498
L94L 1l_83
1_942 L29L
]-943 l-t_95
1944 493
1_945 L486
L946 1,079
L947 1 039
l_948 2L24
L949 L362
l_950 3058
1-951 L064
L9s2 t_008
L953 357
1954 524
1 955 L520
L956 L974
1957 654
1_9 51 524
l_9 5 9 991"
l_960 1_965

Discharges
(mt/s ) "

Year Data

l_961 481_
L962 1,687
r_9 63 660
1_964 L002
l_96s t_809
4966 2497
!967 1727
1-968 510
L969 2]-43
1970 2251,
L97L L526
1-972 1_588
L973 529
L974 27L8
L97 5 1_67 7
L976 i_807
1_977 L87
L978 17s0
L979 3030
1980 B8l_
1_981_ 159
1-982 L458
l_983 1393
1_984 1_048
l_9 8 s 99L
1-9 8 6 L81,2
L987 2350
l_9 81 564
l_989 1390
L990 396
1991 280
L992 l_400
1993 1_303
L994 l-l_30
i.99s t_880

ource: comp

*
Branch, Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.
Discharges were recorded at Redwood Bridge (L91,2-
1"970 ) and ,James Avenue purnping Station (L97L-l-995).
Computed natural flows are utilized in all
calculations, hence the effects of existing flood
control works are eliminated.
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rn analyzing single historical sequences of hydrologic
variables, the predictive value of fitted distributions is
limited because the records are generarly short and the
sampling errors are correspondingly large. Additional and

moïe reliable information can often be obtained within a

homogeneous region by correrating dependent hydrologic
variables with other causative factors. rn such ways/

hydrologic characteristics within the region can be

summarized, and estimates of statistical parameters can be

derived from general regional relations.
The length of the period of record used in a frequency

analysis significantly affects the results. Regression

techniques are often used to extend short records at a station
if significant correlation exists between that prace and a
nearby station with a longer record.

3.4.2 Flood Prediction and Forecasting

In estimating future ftoods, two different approaches,

forecasting and prediction, are used. Keith smith (L971,) |

author of the book water in Britain: A studv in appJ-ied

hvdroloqv and resource qeoqraphv, recognized their difference:
Flood prediction proper makes use of a long time-

period, usually the total span of records, and
concentrates on the more extreme events. It is targely
based on mathematical theory, and attempts to predict the
statistical frequency of flood occurrence. The results
are expressed in terms of average probability or return
period, but there is no indication of when a flood of a
particular magnitude will occur.

Flood forecasting, on the other hand, deals with
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specific events in the short-term as they arise, and, byusing current information on weather conditions, state ofthe ground, etc., an attempt can be made to provide awarning not only of the magnitude of the river peak but.also the timing of the event ( p. l_l_6 ) .

The purpose of both frood prediction and forecasting is
to provide as much advance warning as possibre of an impending

flood. Over time, the demands for flood forecasts have

changed from a simple indication of the likelihood or severity
of fl-ooding to an accurate prediction of magnitude and timing
of flood passage (Andrews I r9g3). rn the scientific
literature, the possibility of selecting simple adaptive
models for real time flood forecasting has been widely
discussed. Flood hydrorogy has advanced to the point where

storm rainfall- and runoff conditions can be simulated to high
levels of accuracy. with the use of saterlÍtes to track storm
movements, there is no\rr genuine real time f lood forecasting
which can greatly diminish the tead time for warnings (smith,
L992). Manitoba flood forecast methods will be discussed in
Chapter 4.2 .

3.4.3 Flood prediction

rn respect to frood prediction, two parameters should be

determined, namely, flood magnitude and return period. There

are two methods of fitting distributions: one is a

straightforward protting technique for the cumulative
distribution, and the other considers the use of frequency

factors.
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The cumul-ative distribution provides a rapid means of
determíning the probability of the event equal to or less than

some specified quantity. This attribute is used to obtain
recurrence intervals for observed data. As a general rule,
frequency analysis shourd be avoided when working with records
shorter than l-0 years and in estimating frequencies of
expected hydrologic events greater than twice the record
length lKite, l-9BB). The probability of flood events can be

obtained by use of a "plottj-ng position.' This technique in
all cases is to arrange the data in increasing or decreasing
order of magnitude and to assign order number m to the ranked

values. of the several formulae in use, shaw (19g3) recognized
that Gringorten's formula is the best,

P8)=!_?.4!' N+O.1,2

where m is the rank of the flood event X and N is the total
number of f lood occumences. However, the most ef f icient
formula for computing plotting positions for unspecified
distributions, and. the one no\ir commonly used for most sample

data, is the weibulr formula, also sometimes known as the
Gumbel formula (Kite, l-988; Sharp and Sawden, L9g4¡ Shaw,

1_983 ) ,

P(X\ = m
ÀI+l-
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The plotting of data on a graph is undertaken using the Gumbe]

scale for recurrence intervals. However, this method gives
conservative results in that the return period conforms
closely to the period of record. Actually, both Gringorten
and weibull formulae give similar results, with only a major
di-vergence at both ends of the protting position. Flood
frequency analysis using the weibul-l formula for the Red River
at winnipeg for recurrence interval determination, produces

the results given in Tabl_e 3 . 5, based on the 1,04 annual
maximum discharges for the continuous record LBg2-j-995.
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Year of Record

l-9 50
L979
L97 4
]-966
L9L6
L987
L97 0
1904
L969
L948
l_9s6
l-9 60
L892
L897
1893
19 9s
r-986
1-923
19 65
1,97 6
L978
1896
L967
l.962
]-975
L972
L97T
l_955
L945
r.898
L982
4927
L902
t992
l_983
1_989
L949
1-894
L993
1-942
i_9 l_3
L943
L925
L941"
L994
1,9L7
1933
L920
L946
L936
L9 5l-
L932
L984
l-930
1-947
L952
1-964

Table 3.5
Annua1 Peak

3058
303 0
27L8
2497
¿4¿ I
2350
2251_
2209
2L43
2L24
1-97 4
1965
19s7
L954
1"897
1_880
T8L2
1809
r_809
1807
l-750
1-7 4L
1727
1,687
L67 L
1_58I
L526
1"520
l_486
14s8
1_4 58
l_455
L404
l-400
1393
l_390
]-362
L303
l_303
L29L
L277
l-1_9s
l_l_9 0
1l_8 3
i-1_3 0
1,1,24
r-09 6
1_090
L079
1-067
L064
]-062
l_04I
L042
r_039
1-008
1_002

Flood Frequency Analysis
Fl-ow Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
I
I
9
10
11
L2
13
1-4
l_5
L6
L7
18
i_8
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
to
30
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
3B
38
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51_

52
53
54
55
56
57

P(x) r(x)
.0095
.0r-9
.029
.038
.048
.0s7
.067
.07 6
.088
.09s
.l-0s
. 0l_1
.1_24
. l_33
.L43
.]-52
.L62
.t7L
.a7I
. r_90
.200
.209
.2L9
.228
.238
.248
.257
.267
.27 6
.286
.286
.305
.31_4
.324
.333
.343
.352
.362
.362
.381_
.390
.400
.41_0
.41_9
.429
.438
.448

l_05
52.5
35
26.3
21_

L7 .s
1-5

13 .1
]-L.7
l_0.5
9.6
8.8
8.1_
7.5
7.0
6.6
6.2
5.8
5.8
5.3
5.0
4.8
4.6
4.4
4.2
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.3
3.2
3.1-
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.7
2.L
2.1_
2.0
2.0
r_. 9
1.9
1.9
r_. I

457
467
476
486
495
505
5L4
524
533
543
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Year of Record

L959
198s
1807
1_910
19 01
l_B 9s
L928
L929
19 08
1980
1906
]-922
i-903
t-9 3 t_

1-9 l_9
l-9 63
]-924
1957
L92L
l-90s
19L2
1,909
i_988
1_97 3
1_954
l_9 58
1968
L940
L944
1-9 6L
L91-4
1_934
1938
t_935
1_918
1990
L926
L939
l_953
r.899
1_911_
1_9 00
1_9 l-5
L9 91
1_937
L977
l_9 I 1_

Table 3.5
Annual peak

99L
991_
980
980
977
957
9]-2
9L2
909
881
866
82L
8r.9
688
665
660
654
654
628
61_4

s86
s78
s64
529
524
524
51-0
498
493
48L
442
442
436
425
405
396
379
357
357
345
345
3 31_

326
280
21,9
L87
1-5 9

IlcqC Frequency Anatysis
Flow Rank

5B
58
60
60
62
63
64
64
66
ot
68
69
70
7L
72
73
74
74
76
77
78
79
80
8l-
B2
82
84
8s
86
87
88
88
90
9L
92
93
94
95
9s
97
97
99
1-00
1_0r_

lQ2
l_03
L04

P(x) r(x)
.552 1.8
.552 1- . I
.571_ 1 . 8
.57L 1.8
.590 r.7
. 600 L.7
.61_0 1_.6
. 6r_0 L .6
.629 1.6
. 638 l_. 6
.648 l_ . 5
.657 1. s
.667 L.5
.676 l-.s
.686 t-.5
.69s L.4
.705 L.4
.705 1,.4
.724 1, .4
.733 L.4
.743 t_.3
.752 1. 3
.762 1_.3
.771_ 1.3
.78L 1-. 3
.78L 1.3
. 800 l_.3
. Bi-O 7.2
.81_9 L.2
.829 L.2
.838 L.2
.838 L.2
.857 1_.2
.867 L.2
.876 l_.1_
.886 1.1
.895 1_. 1_

. 905 l-. l_

.905 1_.1_

.924 l-. i_

.924 L.l_

.943 l_.l_

.9s2 t_. t-

.962 1_.0

.97L 1.0

. 981_ 1.0

. 990 t_. 0

(cont. )

o : rrs¡.¿ (T: 2.3 )
= 659 .021,9

On the other hand,

(Type I) can be used to

the Gumbel extreme value distribution
estimate the ?-year flood. Estimates
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of a specified annual_

following formula:

This formula is a simplified
of the Gumbel distribution
values of the frequency

recurrence intervals for the
Table 3.6) .

maximum e? may

Q.=Q+K(T) so

r K(r)

be obtained from the

L
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9

Table 3.6 The T
the Gumbel

transform by taking the logarithm
function. Shaw ( l_983 ) provided

factor, R(T), in relation to
Gumbel Type I distribution (see

-0.1_6
0.2s
0 .52
0.72
0.88
l-.01_
L .1"2
L .21,

r K(r)

uïce

Assuming a Gumbel Type r distribution of annual maximum

peak frow data for the Red at winnipeg twith mean and standard
deviation computed for the discharges - see Tabre 3.51,
estimates of the peak discharges for required return periods
can be calculated (see Table 3.7).

Table 3.7 T-year Flood Discharges for the Red River

1_0 1.30
l_5 L.64
20 l-. 86
25 2.04
30 2.20
40 2.40
s0 2.6L
60 2.73
70 2.88

K(T) Relationship for
Distribution

ahr p

r K(r)
B0 2.94
90 3.07
1_00 3 . L4
200 3.68
400 4.08

at Winnipeg (m3/s

L628 201_0

1_0 20 50 l_oo

2379 2873

( N:1-04 )
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3.4.4 Updated Flood Frequencies

N. Hardenl selected the annual flood series of 1,776-L996l

with a total number of 1,1-g years , for frequency analysis. He

used the Log perason Type rrr formula to car_culate
frequencies, and plotted frood probabilities on a graph

leigure 3-3). the results of the flood frequency anarysis
undertaken by the vüater Resources Branch are presented in
Table 3. B in terms of selected recurïence interval-s and their
corresponding peak discharges.

Table 3.8 T-year Flood Discharges at Redwood Bridge

T

QT

2

L068 L237 1,747 2271, 2829 3017 3429 3633 4300 5024 6076

3 .4.5 Discussions

fn flood frequency analysis, many different probability
distributions have been investigated for possible application.
Lye, sinha and Booy ( l-9gg ) compared Bayesian analysi-s and

maximum tikelihood estimates (MLE) / and obtained the T-year
flood estimates at the Redwood Bridge in winnipeg (see Tabl-e

3.9).

2.5

r.(.)e:

5

e

1_0 20

N:119 )

êfr,

25

ater Resources--Brarrc

40

t N. Harden, Water Resources Branch.
September 1,996.
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T

Table 3.9 T.year Flood with

MLE

Bayes

ource:

2

991, 1"597
( 65 ) (1,02)

5

1"002 7604
(64) (101)

sample flood data and to arrive at several different

ïn parentheses are standard errors.

rt is thus possible to fit several distributions to the

( N:93 )

of the T-year event. This is demonstrated for the
at Winnipeg in Tables 3.7 , 3.9 and 3.9. Regarding
probability distributions, the main divergence is
the tails of the distributions, which of course is

i_0

rom

t_995
(1,47 )

Standard Errors

v

201-3

ee
(747 )

20

concern for design flood.
rt should be noted that " [t]here is no generar agreement

amongst hydrologists as to which of the many theoretical
distributions available are most suitable to describe natural
eventsr no agreement has been reached on the best techniques
of fitting a distribution. " (Kite, l-9gg; 24g).

The accuracy of flood frequency estimation is largely
dependent on the rength of the flood record as well as on the
selection of the frequency or probability distributions. A

record is particularly valuable if it is long, continuous,
homogeneous and has no missing peaks. with respect to the
analysis of fl_ood frequencies in Winnipeg, the Water Resources

Branch has revised its recurrence intervals periodically, with

45

240L
(208)

a

24L3
( 208 )

50

2938
(30e)

;p

r_0 0

2942
309 )(

3353
(400)

3350
(400)

estimates

flood data

different
located in
the major



the extension of the annual

time. This is exenplified in
of Vüinnipeg,s largest floods.

Recurrence Intervals (T)

þlater Resources Branch 1)
(L979,)

A. Warkentin
lVater Resources Branch
(1_993)

Table 3 .1_0 C

N. Harden
Water Resources Branch
(1_996)

series of peak

Table 3.10 with

Note:

rison of

2) MacDonald, 1994.
3 ) N. Harden , 1,996 .

3.5 FLOOD RISK ANALYSIS

The concept of recurrence interval states that the T-year
event is the average chance of exceedance once every r years
over a long record. rf p(x) is the probabil_ity of an annual
maximum equalling oï exceeding X in any given year, the
recurrence interval for X is:

7 ¡y¡ = _]-P(x)

1'974 and 1"979 are computed naturar peak dischargesat Redwood Bridge.

partment of Env

discharges over

respect to four

Frequencies

ronmen

However, it is arso important to know the actual
of exceedance of the T-year flood in a specific

fl9,

years. This is called the risk, -R.

shaw (l-983) stated that, Lf F(x) is the probability of x

4,6

probability

period of n



not being equalled or exceeded in any one year, then crearly,
F(x):L-P(x). Assuming that annual maxima are independent, the
probability of no annual- maximum exceeding x in the whote n

years is given by (F(x) )". The probability of exceedance of x
at least once in n successive years is then j_-(F(X)),t which
may be represented by R(X) : J--(J--p(X) )"t or simply,

R=1-(r-11"-7,

Therefore, various levels of
intervals can be calculated

Table 3 .l_1 The Expected
Various Degrees of Risk and

Risk

0.99
0.9s
0 .80
0.7s
0.70
0. s0
0 .40
0.30
0.25
0.20
0 .1_5
0 .10
0 .05
0.02
0 .01-

2 5 l_0 t_5

l_. l_ L.7
1_.3 2.2
1.8 3.6
2.00 4.02
2.2 4.7
3.43 7.74
4.44 i.0.3
6.L2 L4.5
7 .46 L7 .9
9.47 22.9
L2 .8 3L. 3
r_9.5 48.1
39.5 98.0
99.s 248
1_98 .4 498

risks associated with recurïence

in theory (Table 3.1_1_).

Design Life Associated with
Different Recurrence Intervals

Recurrence Interval (yrs)

2.7 3.8 4.9
3.9 5.5 7.2
6.7 9.8. a2.9
6 .69 l-1. 0 1_4 .9
8 .8 l_3 .0 17 .r
L4.9 22.L 29.4
20.t 29 .9 39 .7
28.5 42.6 56.5
35.3 52.6 70.0
45 .3 67 .7 90.1
62.0 90.8 L23.6
95 .4 1_42 .9 l_90 . 3
i_95 .5 292 .9 390
496 743 990
996 L492 1_992

ources:

Note:

AccordingLy, for 5-year duration and

periods in Winnipeg, the risks that events

20

Sharp and Sawden l_984.
The figures presented in
expected design life values

p

25

5.9
8.9
1_6 .0
r_8 .0
2L.3
36.6
49 .5
70.6
87 .4
LL2.5
1_54 .3
238
488
L238
2488

rom

50

IL.4
L7 .2
3l_. 6
35.6
42.0
72 .6
98.4
1,40.7
L74.3
224.6
308
475
976
247 5
497 s

essman,

r_00

22.2
33.9
62 .6
72.7
83.6
L44.8
L96.3
28L
348
449
61,6
9s0
1,949
4 950
9953

Sr an

the matrix
expressed in

app

47

10-year duration

having selected

are the
years.

;an



recurrence intervals will occur have been

3.!2 as shown below.

Table 3

Duration (n

5 -year
10 -year

The above risk concept is actually a definition from the
viewpoint of engineers who are involved in the design of flood
alleviation schemes. For some other groups, such as emergency
planners, psychology researchers/ and the general public, the
selection and definition of risks from flooding may vary
significantly (Green, Tunstall, and Fordham, l_990).

) r/2

0.97 0.67 0.4L 0.23
l_.00 0.89 0.65 0.40

5

T2 Risk Probabilit
1_0 20

computed in Table

30

0.1_6
0.29

50

0.r_0 0.05 0.03
0.18 0.10 0.07

100 l_50
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Humans exist in an essentially ecorogical rel_ationship
with their environment, and have to l_ive with a variety of
natural hazards which threaten both life and property. rn a

sense, the history of human evoluti-on is one of the humankind

struggle against natural hazards. rn the context of river
flooding, humans have attempted to reduce the frood hazard by

a variety of means. A theoretical array of responses to the
flood hazard i-s provided by ward (1,g7g). Represented

diagrammatically, these responses may be differentiated into
non-structural adjustments (e.g. l-and use regulation,
insurance) or structurar responses (i.e. flood control). As

shown in Figure 4-1-, Ward distinguished between two types of
flood control: firstly, abatement (ín which watershed
modification is undertaken) and, secondlyr protection (in
which river channel modification is implemented).

Traditionarly, flood problems were coped with through the
implementation of large-scale structural- measures of flood
control. However, over the past fifty years, the emphasis has

gradually moved away from abatement and protection towards
reducing human vulnerability through non-structural_

approaches.

4. FLOOD HAZARD ADJUSTMENTS
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Source: adapted from Ward (1978).

Figure 4-1 Response to Flood Hazard
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4.L STRUCTURAL TfüoRKs

During the nineteenth century, residents of the Red River
valley simply abandoned homesteads and fled to high ground in
response to flooding. The earliest flood control structures
built in the Red River basin were a series of dykes along the
Assiniboine River between portage r-a prairie and winnipeg.
Dyking began along the Assiniboine before the i-900s but did
not become more widespread until after the floods of L922 and
1923 (Andrews | 1-993). The dykes \{ere generarly low and coutd
not contain a major flood.

Prior to the construction of the dykes, f looding \^/as a
severe problem. when river-banks were overtopped, many square
kil-ometers of agricultural land were flooded, often without
the possibility of the water returning to the rivers during
f l-ood recession.

Following the Red River flooding in l_950, federar and
provincial agencies began investigation of the nature of the
flood problem on the Red and Assiniboine rivers and of
possible ways of reducing the hazard. A large-scare
structural approach was planned and implemented for protection
against future flood damages by the Red and Assiniboine
rivers

4.1.1 Flood Control Works

rn l-956, a provinciar Royal commission hras appointed to
undertake a cost-benefit analysis of alternative protection
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schemes. In its report of l_958, three structural projects hrere

recommended. These flood control works were constructed
between 1,962 and L972. The works, operated by the provincial
Department of Natural Resources/ consist of:
(1) A floodway, with a design capacity of L700m3,/s, diverts

water from the Red River south of winnipeg around the
east of the City, discharging it back into the Red at
Lockport.

(2) A 700m3/s capacity diversion channer conveys flood waters

from the Assiniboine River just upstream from portage la
Prairie northward to Lake Manitoba

(3) A dam cross the assiniboine River near Russelr impounds

waters to create the sherrmouth Reservoir (Mudry et al,
l-981-) (Figure 4-2).

4 .1- .l- . l- Red River Floodway

The Red River Floodway is Manitoba,s rargest flood
protection structure. As over B0 per cent of the river water
that passes through winnipeg during the spring runoff
typically comes from the Red River, control of the latter is
the key to winnipeg's flood protection. construction of the
Red River Floodway was started in i-962 and completed in 196g.

The floodway consists of four components: the floodway

channel, the inlet control structure, the dykes, and the
outlet structure (water control and conservation Branch, !963;
Andrews/ 1-993).
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Figwe 4-2 Location of the Major Flood Confrol'Works

Source: adapted from Shady (1989).

MANITOBA
NORTH DAKOTA
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The floodway channel (Figure 4-3) is approximately 4gkm

(29.4 mi.) long, with a drop of 5.5m (18 ft.) between the
inl-et and outlet, and it has an average depth of 9m (30 ft.).
The top width of the channer varies from 2l-3m to 305m (700-

l-000 ft. ) . 7 6 million m3 ( l-oo, 000, 000 yd.t ) of earth weïe

excavated in order to create the channel. This material was

deposited along the sides of the channel thereby forming

embankments 6m high (vÍater control and conservation Branch,

r_963 ) .

The entrance to the floodway is rocated in the eastern
bank of the Red River near st. Norbert. An earth-fill weír at
the entrance ensures that river flows below frood level-

continue down the Red River. The inlet contror structure, with
its gates, is located on the Red River just downstream from

the floodway inlet. The purpose of this contro] structure is
to regulate the flow between the natural channel of the Red

and the floodway channel during the period of high water
levels. The gates are normally in the submerged position. rn
times of floods, the gates are raised and thereby partially
block the flow of the river to effect an artificial division
of the flood water between the floodway and the river itself.

rn order to prevent flood waters inundating riparian land

in the city, dykes were constructed adjacent to the inl_et

structure. on the east side of the river the dyke is
incorporated into the floodway embankment and extends from the
control structure parallel to the floodway for a distance of
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about 10km (6 mi.). on the west side of the Red the dyke

extends westward for some 34km (2r mi. ) from the inret
structure to a point where the natura] ground is above the
design flood elevation.

The decline in altitude oveï the entire length of the
floodway is 5.5m, whereas the corresponding water surface drop
in elevation of the Red River between the.inlet and outl_et of
the control structure is 9m. Therefore there is a surface
difference of 3.5m. To reduce the potential energy in the
water at its re-entry point near Lockport, a drop outret
structure was'constructed on the froodway, thereby preventing
darnage and erosion in the river.

The Red River Floodway allows alr the water in the Red

River to flow through winnipeg during normal sunmer, fall and

winter months. But in the spring, when the discharge is
greater than 850m3/s (30/000 cfs), the water flow divides
between the Red River and the Floodway. The control structure
at st. Norbert maintains the Red River/s natural l_evel

upstream from the ftoodway, but allows up to 1,700m3/s (60/0oo

cfs¡ of flood water to enter the fl-oodway and bypass the city
of Winnipeg (Water Resources Division, 1,g74).

4.1-.L.2 Portage Diversion

Flooding of the Assiniboine

Portage la prairie can be severe

extensive flat plain, which makes
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drain back into the river channel after a flood crest. This

drainage j-s normarly slow, by means of ditches and tributary
streams. As a consequence of standing water in fields/ crop
pranting may be delayed for several weeks (water Resources

Division, 1-974). To arleviate this situatj-on and to reduce

flooding within Winnipeg, the portage Diversion was

constructed from portage la prairie due north to Lake

Manitoba.

The Portage Diversion is second to the Red River Floodway

in cost ($f0.8 million, compared to i62.7 million of the
Floodway¡ and importance. The 29km 11-B mi. ) diversion channel

is designed to carry a maximum of 700m3/s (25,000 cfs) of
flood discharge from the Assiniboine River, just upstream from

Portage la Prairie, northward through Delta March to Lake

Manitoba. construction of the project began in 1965 and was

completed in L970 (water Resources Division, 1-974; Rannie,

l-980; Andrews, 1993 ) .

A dam was constructed across the Assiniboine River,
southwest of Portage la prairie; this created a reservoir with
a storage capacity of l-B mirrion m3 and a maximum area of 6s2

hectares. The spillway at the dam alrows flow down the river
under normal conditions, and it is used to help regulate
dj-scharge along the díversion channer. An inlet control
structure, with adjustable gates, regulates the flow from the
reservoir into the diversion channel.
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4 .1.1.3 Shell-mouth Dam

Another major structure in the frood contror system for
winnipeg is the shellmouth Darn, which is located about l_9km

northwest of Russell. The dam impounds waters of the upper

Assiniboine River and its tributaries. construction was

started in L964 and compreted in Lgr2. The dam is an earth-
fill structure with gravel and rock riprap for slope
protection, and possesses a reinforced concrete spilrway. The

reservoir created by the dam is approximatery 56km (35mi.)

1ong, with a gross storage capacity of nearry 500 milrion m3.

of this, 58 per cent of storage capacity can be availabre for
flood storage. The protection provided by the reservoir
extends along the Assiniboine from the dam site to its
confluence with the Red River. cities benefiting from its
flood protection and low flow augmentation include Brandon,

Portage Ia Prairie, and winnipeg (water Resources Division,
L97 4; Rannie , 1-980; Andrews / L993 ) .

4.L.I.4 St. Andrews Lock and Dam

The st. Andrews Lock and Dam is located at Lockport, 32km

(20 mi.) below the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine

rivers in T{innipeg, and it is operated by the public ÏVorks of
canada. The dam was initiarry constructed (before l_953) to
facilitate navigation between Lake winnipeg and the city by

means of maintaining the Red River several feet above its
natural level through the Greater winnipeg area. From November
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l-st each year until after the spring runoff, the lock is
opened and the river water level is permitted to falr to its
natural level, thus allowing flood flow of the river to pass

through the city (Red River Basin rnvestigation, l-953e).

4.L.2 Flood protection System

rn addition to the flood control works establ-ished
outside the

magnitude of

flood damage

This flood

City l-imit that are designed to reduce the
flood discharges, another approach to mitigating
in Winnipeg is the urban flood protection system.

protection system consists of two main parts.
Firstly, there is a dyking system to prevent the rivers from
actually flooding low-lying areas within winnipeg. secondly,
there are flood punping stations, with sluice gates, Lo keep

the rivers from flooding most of the trunk sewers by gating
them and by pumping out the sewage and surface water from

these se\^/ers (,fordan/ i_980) .

4.1-.2.1- Dykes in the Greater Winnipeg

Follovring the spring 1950 Winnipeg flood, the Greater
winnipeg Dyking Board \,vas established in .Tuly i-950 by

agreement between the Federal and Manitoba governments, to
direct the construction of the dyking systems (water Resource

Division | 1"97 4) . The permanent dykes v/ere intended to provide
a partial degree of flood protection, consequently reducing
the f lood hazard in winnipeg. These dykes \,\rere built arong
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both sides of the Red River and the Assiniboine River (Figure
4-4). This primary dyking scheme provided a main line of flood
defence at a height of about 0.6m (2 ft. ) above the l_948 flood
level and 1,.2m (4 ft. ) below the l_950 f rood level- (water
Resources Branch, I971,; Water Resources Division, 1_g74) .

The primary dykes are typically designated street rights
of wây, and in most cases they have become paved roadways

throughout the City. For example, the primary dyke along part
of the east side of the Red River in st. vital has become

River Road (Figure 4-5). Riverine property owners affected by

river flooding were encouraged to build and preserve secondary

dykes along the river banks in order to increase protection of
their lots against flooding and to reduce the disruption to
private property caused by sandbagging around buirdings. The

aggregate length of secondary dykes on private property in
Winnipeg is not known.

rt is apparent that there remains the need to undertake
a survey to determine row elevations and gaps along the
primary dykes and to check the srope stabirity on dykes after
many years of operation. rt is suggested that the city
undertake necessary engineering for conversion of some

temporary sandbag dykes into permanent structures.

4.L.2.2 Pumping Stations

Flood pumping stations are used to pump runoff water
collected in the sewer system into the Red and Assiniboine
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rivers. These stations are located on trunk outlet se\Àrers

adjacent to the rivers. As the river level rises, the pumping

stations are activated sequentially in accordance with the

instructions of the Fl-ood Control Activities Manual of the

Waterworks & Waste Department. These instructions, which are

derived from comprehensive studies and analysis, optimize

pumping station system capacities.

A total of 34 flood pumping stations and 6 underpass

pumpíng stations has been constructed in the City and can be

operated during high river levels (Waterworks, Waste and

Disposal Department, 1993 ) .

4.L.3 Summary

A series of flood control measures has been implemented

on the Red and Assiniboine rivers so that now the City of
Winnipeg j-s protected. fn conjunction with Winnipeg,s dyking

system, the major flood control structures l,rere believed to
protect Winnipeg against a flood with a 165-year recurrence

interval and a discharge up to 4,780m3/s (Mudry et a,l-, 1_9Bl_;

Rannie, 1-980; Water Resources Branch, 1-971-). With emergency

dyking and some accepted flooding of l-ow-tying riverbank

areas, it was asserted by the Royal Commission (l-958) that a

discharge of 5,660m3/s might be accommodated in Winnipeg. By

comparison, the largest fl-ood in historically settl-ed times

(1,826) had an estimated discharge of 6,371m3/s.

Carlyle (1-984) indicated that some experts believed that
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the statistical bases for deriving the 1_60-year flood aïe
incorrect, and that its discharge and water level are far
higher. Based on Hard.en's (J,gg6) f requency curve ( Figure 3 - 3 )

using the updated annual series of peak discharges, the design
capacity of winnipeg flood prot.ection leve1, up to 4,4L6m3/s

(L56,000cfs, ât Redwood Bridge, according to water Resources

Branch, 1,981'; p.9) is now computed to possess a recurrence
interval- of about 120 years, whereas the discharge for a j_60_

year flood is no\¡/ identified as approximately 4,6oom3/s. rn
this case, the protective works aïe not as effective as

commonly assumed.

In conclusion, aII
change the magnitude and

control of excess water,

should be noted that they

standards of the works. However, the water Resources Branch
(l-980) stated that structural measures have a number of
disadvantages. Firstly, there is arways a chance of breaching
or collapse during a severe frood. secondly, following
construction of works, there often develops a false sense of
security among the generar population. Thirdry, structurar
works are often so expensive that the only economical-

alternative is to restrict floodplain development i_n certain
areas allowing frooding to occur. Finally, it has been claimed
that structural flood protection works aïe usualty paid for by

the pubric at large, let onry benefit a smal_l percentage of
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the general population. The latt.er is a false argument, in
that all Vüinnipeg, with two-thirds of Manitoba,s population,
is the beneficiary of these structural works.

4 . 2 NON-STRUCTURAL MEASURES

structural- fl-ood control works can be very effective, but
they can generate a false sense of security and may encourage,

rather than discourage, development in flood prone areas.
Furthermore/ they cannot protect a frood prone area against
all possible floods because there is no upper limit to a

flood's magnitude. As a result, structural- measures are often
onry a partial solution to a flood problem. Non-structural
measures, such as flood zoning, building codes, f100d
proofing, flood forecasting and specifically-defined
legislation, constitute another important component of total
flood hazard reduction. rnstead of controlling flood water
itself/ non-structural measures concentrate on reducing human

vulnerability to flooding.

4.2.L canada-Manitoba Flood Damage Reduction progïam

The canada-Manitoba Flood Damage Reduction program (FDRP)

is a joint federal-provincial program with a specific aoal of
reducing flood damages in urban communities most affected by

flooding. This FDRP was initiated in December 1,976, when

three agreements were signed by the federal and Manitoba
governments. These agreements recognized that the best way to
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reduce flood damage potential is to consider all practicable
structural and non-structural alternatives, including allowing
some flooding to occur. The simplest approach to minimizing
future f lood d.amage is to preclude f loodplain devel_opment.

The Flood Damage Reduction program, surrmaïized by the
Water Resources Branch (l_9Bl_), originally consisted of the
foll-owing three agreements:

(1)

through which the Manítoba government agreed to implement
policies respecting designated flood-prone areas,
provides a coordinated framework for a number of
implementation agreements .

(2)

provides for the risk mapping of 45 places in Manitoba,
is intended to determine and designate those urban areas
that are prone to river frooding. The Agreement requires
the public to be ínformed about such designated areas.

(3)

Reduction, enables determination of the most suitabre
measures for reducing or preventing flood damages to
existing development in specific probrem areas.
rn March l-9Bl-, the Agreement Respecting Fr-ood Forecasting

\¡Ias introduced. This Agreement vras to provide f or the
development, or improvement, of flood forecasting capabirities
for the Red/ Assiniboine and souris rivers in Manitoba.
Following this provision, the Ring Dyke Upgrading (nov¡
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referred to as the construction of Flood protection projects)
Agreement was signed in March 1993; this aimed at j_mproving

dyking systems of 10 communities in Manitoba except the city
of Winnipeg.

The Flood Risk Mapping Agreement and studies for Frood
Damaqe Reduction Agreement expired in March l_988. However/

these agreements became effective again in January i_990, and

vrere in place until- March 1-gg6. The Forecasting Agreement
expired in september lgBg (Manitoba Natural Resources, rgg2).
Table 4.1' specifies the duration and years of expiry of the
FDRP agreements. The funding provided by governments under the
FDRP for each of the five agreements is indicated in the
table.

Agreements

General Agreement 22Flood Risk Mapping Agreement IgStudies Agreement 19Flood Forecasting 8.5Construction of Flood
Protection projects Agreement 7

Table 4.1, FDRP Agreements in Manitoba

ource:

4.2.2 Flood Risk Mapping

Flood risk mapping is the
Reduction program. The City of
of communities by federal and

March L978. pursuant to the

Duration
( years )

ronmen

Total
Commitment
( dollars )

850 000
51-0 000
000 000

900 000

Expiry
Date

key element of the Flood Damage

Winnipeg was added to the array
provincial Order-in-Council in
Flood Risk Mapping Agrreement,

]-999
1-996
1-996
l-989

L991
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flood maps were produced by the Land surveys and Mapping

Branch of the Natural Resources Department. For winnipeg,
flood risk areas for the J-60-year flood .r-evel (as determined
from flood frequency analysis by the water Resources Branch in
1-979 ) were designated and delineated on l_:5,000 scale working
maps, under the direction of the steering committee. These

maps can be used by agencies of governments, companies or
individuars to make decisions on specific uses of lands
subject to flooding.

The Flood Risk Mapping Agreement had severar_

requirements. Firstly, hydraulic studies \úere to be undertaken
in order to determine the extent and depth of flooding in
flood prone areas. Based on this, flood prone areas were to be

formally designated. A final requirement consisted of a pubric
information program, invorving the distribution of maps and

brochures to local governments, financial lending
institutions, and relevant provincial and federal government

agencies.

rn the context of the Frood Damage Reduction program

(FDRP)/ a flood risk area vras defi-ned as the zone that would
be fl-ooded by the design flood, which includes the floodway
area and the floodway fringe area. The Manitoba Department of
Natural Resources (i-980) provided a detailed definition of the
flood risk area; the latter consists of: (j_) the floodway
area, that is the portion of the fl_ood risk area where the
flood waters are deepest, fastesL and most destructive; and
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(2) the flood(way) fringe area, which is the outer, remaining
portion of the flood risk area adjoining t.he floodway. rn the
fringe area, the frood water is shalrower and tends to pond,
and is less hazardous than in the floodway (Figure 4-6).

rn l-980, as part of the Frood Risk Mapping Agreement, the
federal environment minister and Manitoba,s natural resources
minister designated, on an interim basis, flood risk areas
along the Red, Assiniboine and seine Rivers in vüinnipeg. The

Agreement stipulated that, for most flood-prone communities in
Manitoba, the design flood would be the J_OO-year flood (as
computed in 1979). For the City of Winnipeg, the so_cal_l_ed

1-60-year fl-ood was adopted as the basis for determining t.he
flood risk areas, since permanent flood control works, based
on the originar design criteria, wourd provide protection to
Winnipeg's urban area up to this flood level.

The criteria for derineation of the flood risk areas in
Winnipeg are as follows:
(1) The limit of the fl-oodway area was based on the 160-year

flood. To identify the floodway area of the Red River, a

height of 0.1 feet. above the J_60-year fl_ood lever was

adopted because backwaters have to be considered. For
the Assj_niboine River, the 1_60-year flood level was used

to determine the fl-oodway aïea, as there is little or no

overbank f low along t.his river.
(2) Delineation of the flood fringe aïea \^/as based on the

elevation of the r-60-year flood prus two feet of
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Figure 4-6 Flood Risk Area Designation

Source: Manitoba Natural Resources (19g0).
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freeboard. On the interim desígnation maps, this
elevation is referred to as the Flood protection Lever_

(Water Resources Branch/ l_981) .

In the absence of the flood control works, Lhe flood risk
areas would have extended well beyond the limits of the
primary dykes in Winnipeg.

Tables 4-2 and 4.3 revear the fr-ood risk leve]s at some

key l-ocations on the Red and Assiniboine rivers in winnipeg.
Figure 4-7 is a portion of the flood risk frâp, showing the
floodway area, floodway fringe area, and frood protection
level in Winnipeg.

Location

Red & La Sal_Ie Rivers
Confluence

Ducharme Avenue
South Perimeter Bridge
Grierson Avenue
Bishop Grandin Boufevard
Pulberry Street
Elm Park Bridge
Rue Tache
Red e Assiniboine Rivers

Confluence
Bannatyne Avenue
Louise Bridge
Redwood Bridge
Jefferson Avenue
Bergen Cut-off
Red River Boulevard

160-Year Flood

North Perimeter Bridqe

7 6L.6

760.9
760.0
759.0
1Éa Ê

756.L
755.2
754.4
7s3.9

753.5
752.3
751_. B

7 51, .I
750.4
749.7
7 40 .0

Note:

Floodway

7 6L.7

760.9
760.L
7s9.0
757.6
7s6.I
75s.2
754.5
754.0

753.5
752.4
75L.9
75r.L
750.4
749.8
749.0

to keep
imperial

Flood Prot.ection
LeveI

sources Branc

763.7

762.9
762.1
7 67.0
759.6
758.l_
757.2
7s6.5
7s6.0

755.5
754.4
753.9
753.L
752.4
7s1.8
751-.0

the accuracy of
system is adopted

the original text, the
here.
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Table 4.3 Assiniboine River
Associated with the l-60-year

and the Flood protection
Location

West Perimeter Bridge
Cass Street
Paradise Drive
CarroÌl- Road
Dieppe Road
Sunnyside Boul_evard
Princeton Boul_evard
Davidson St.reet
Overdale Street
Edgeland Boul_evard
St.. ,fames Street

South Bound Bridge
Omands Creek
Cambridge Street
Maryland Street Bridge
Wellington Crescent

& River Avenue
Osborne Street Bridge
Main Street Bridge
Red e Assiniboine Rivers

Conf l_uence

i-60-Year Flood

764.3
763.5
762.4
7 61_ .8
7 61_.0
759.6
758.5
757.9
757.3
7s6.L
755.7

755.s
755.2
754.9
754.6

754.4
754.L
7s3.9

Water Surface Levels
Flood, the Floodway
Level (in feet)

ource:
Note:

Floodway

764.3
763.5
762.4
7 61- .8
7 61, .0
759.6
758. s
7s7.9
757.3
756.L
755.7

755.5
755.2
754.9
7s4.6

754.4
7 54 .1_

7s4.0

The designation of flood prone areas along the Red and

AssinÍboine rivers, and along tributaries within the city of
winnipeg/ was completed in February 1980. rn recent years
there has been concerns about the accuracy of the information
presented on flood ri-sk maps. several neighborhoods in
v[innipeg have deveroped since mapping completion.
Furthermore/ new bridges, such as the new portage Avenue

bridge spanning sturgeon creek, have implications in terms of
the flood risk along this watercourse (Manitoba Emergency

Measures organization, r9g9b) . More updating of maps is
required in view of the substantial- residential- and commercial

to keep the accuracy of the original text, theimperial system is adopted here.

Fl-ood Protect ion
Levef

er Resources

766
765
764
763
763
76r
760
759
759
758
757

757
7s7
756
756

756
756
756
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development in Winnipeg over the past decade.

The public information brochure entitled ,,Reducing Frood

Damagie in winnipeg", which summarizes the Flood Damage

Reduction Proglram/ was distributed to appropriate departments

of the city of winnipeg, Manitoba Government and Federal

Government, and to selected establishments, such as realtors,
banks, and construction companies in winnipeg. rn addition,
the winnipeg rnterim Flood Risk Map, with a size of l_.25m x 1m

at a scale of l-:30,000 vras produced for distribution to the
public. By comparison/ maps for smaller Manitoban communities

are at l-: 5, 000 scale. rhe winnipeg f lood rj_sk map and its
accompanying brochure were not widely distributed to a1l
households in the designated flood risk area of the city.

According to the water Resouïces Branch (l-980), the
objectives of flood risk mapping are fourfold. one goal is to
prevent unsuitable l-and development in flood prone areasr so

averting the possibirity of flood damage. A second objective
is protection of prospective buyers of residential or
commerciar property from the consequences of locating in flood
prone areas. The flood risk map is at so intended to guide t.he

purchase of open space for pubric use. Finarly, the map can be

valuabre to agencies involved in emergency measures.

4.2.3 Flood Zoning

Flood zoning is a legisrative device that excludes

certain activities from a flood prain. rt thereby reduces the
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risk associated with flood prain occupancy. The j_950 flood
damaged many houses in the southern portion of winnipeg. By

1976, the number of occupied dwellings in this area of the
city was 3.4 tj-mes that of l-950 and its population had more

than doubled. The development was continued in low-1ying
riverbank areas subject to flooding at levels welr below

design discharge until- r978, when a general freeze was placed

on further buitding outside the dykes i_n winnipeg (Rannie,

1-980). Locating structures in fl-ood risk aïeas is not only
hazardous; Ít also impedes and delays the movement of flood
water during severe flooding, and thus causes increased damage

upstream.

The canada-Manitoba Flood Damage Reduction Agreements

reached Ln L976 were to discourage fl-ood prone development in
designated fl-ood risk areas by withdrawing mortgage guarantees

and other forms of financial assistance. while these
agreements \^zere originarly intended to apply to the area

outside winnipeg, the city of winnipeg was added in 1_g7B as

more stringent controls were needed.

A designated area is a part of a flood risk area, within
which the federal and provinciar governments have chosen to
restrict and discourage further development which is subject
to flood damage. rn most cases, the natural floodways are
designated to discourage any type of new construction. rn the
floodway fringe area/ some development is allowed, provided

that structures are adequately flood-proofed.
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Through the application of provincial Land use policy
No. i-1, enacted in November l-9BO under The planning Act,
Manitoba exercises control- over development in designated
areas (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1_992t 1,995) .

The city of winnipeg Act also sets up restrictions on

development in the designated fl-ood risk areas. Furthermoïe,
financial assistance could not be obtained from canada

Mortgage and Housing corporation (cMHc) or the former Federal
Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE) for building
a new home or business in the floodway portj-on of the frood
risk area after February 15, 1980; flood damage assistance in
the floodway fringe aïea \,ras only available for structures
which satisfy floodproofing criteria (water Resources Branch,
r-980 ) .

4.2 .4 Flood eroofing

smith and Tobin (1'979, p.18) defined frood proofing as

consisting of "adjustments to building structures, and the
contents of buildings, designed to reduce flood d.amage". A

distinction is often made between permanent flood proofing
measures and temporary ones. The most effective measures are
permanent ones, which may be structural. Temporary measuïes
are undertaken when there is a flood warning; these may

incrude sandbagging around houses, closing of sewer valves, or
removal of furniture to a higher fl_oor. some major flood
proofing measures include:
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a) Elevation of the building foundation above the
design flood level.

b) Construction of fl_oodwalls, which may be comprised

of floodproof masonry or concrete.

c) Allowance of basement flooding, whil_st keeping the
habitabl-e portion of the structure above the flood
line.

d) sandbag dyking as an emergency floodproofing
technique that is especl-a11y useful in areas prone

to ice jam flooding or flash flooding.
e) Ring dyking, which is used to protect either a

househol-d or a community f rom f looding.
of the above t dt b and e are permanent frood proofing

adjustments.

The Manitoba Government amended the city of winnipeg Act
to require floodproofing of structures in the designated
areas. The Designated F100dway Fringe Area Reguration
(Regulation 266/91,) prescribes the fl_oodproofing criteria for
the city of winnipeg. The Regulation requires that eveïy
structure, other than an accessory structure, be constructed
on a site raised by fill or be supported by piles. Detai]ed
criteria \,\rere set up for the f ollowing three situations ( see

Figure 4-6, schedures A-c): i-) a structure/ with a basement or
cellar, constructed on a site raised by fill; 2) a structure/
without basement or cellar, constructed on a site raised by

fill; and 3) a structure supported by piles. However,
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Schedule A

STRUCTUREWITH ABASEMENT OR CELLAR

ground line

Schedule B

STRUCTUREWITH NO BASEMENT OR CELLAR

Main Floor (0.3m above flood protection level)

Flood hotection Level

Schedule C

ELEVATED STRUCTURE

iMain Floor (at flood protection level)

Fill (0.3m below flood protection level)

Figure 4-8 Floodproofing Criteria

Source: Manitoba Regulation 266/91

7B

Main Floor Level

Flood Proæction



handouts or information materials to inform homeowners of how

to construct dykes were not available for distribution.
rn l-991-, the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources and

the Manitoba Disaster Assistance Board of the Department of
Government services initiated a joínt program for the Red

River valley to inventory all floodproofing measures

constructed after the L966, 1-97 4 and LgTg floods. The Regional
Engineering operations Branch conducted the surveys, and the
water Resources Branch evaluated the adequacy of the
floodproofing measures in rel-ation to the j-00 year f]ood level
(Manitoba Natural Resources/ l_990 - 1"994).

4.2.5 Flood Forecasting

4.2.5 .L Flood forecast organization
Fl-ood forecasting prays an important part in flood damage

reduction. To facil-itate the efficient operation of flood
cont.rol works, and to supply as much advance flood warning as

possible, the Flood Forecasting Review committee (FFRC) in
Manitoba was establ-ished in r-954. This committee, composed of
technically qualified ïepresentatives of all three l_evel_s of
government, scrutinizes and approves al_l information obtained
from contributing agencies in canada and the united states. on

t.he basis of the data supplied, forecasts of spring runoff
potential are prepared for use of the Government of Manitoba.
Although the main concern of the committee is flooding by the
Red River, spring peaks are arso forecast for the Assiniboine
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River. The committee holds two regular meetings each year,
one in February and one in March, and as many more meetings as

are deemed necessary, depending on the severity of flood
conditions from year to year (water Resources Branch, 1_gTt).

The Manitoba River Forecast Centre of the Water Resources

Branch/ Department of Naturar Resources, carries out
streamflow forecasting for agricultural and urban areas of
southern Manitoba. River forecasting is primarily directed
toward floods, since the climate, topography and soil_s make

the area highry susceptibre to seveïe spríng fl-oods.
rhe canada-Manitoba Fl-ood Forecasting Agreement \,ras of

great assistance to this Fl-ood Forecast centre in the
improvement of the timeliness and accuracy of flood forecasts
through increased use of electronic data acquisition and

computer analysis. under the Agreement significant
improvements have been made in electronic information
transmission, enabling river stage and precipitation data to
be forwarded almost instantaneously to the forecast center
using satelrites, radar, and computers (shady, r9B9; water
Resources Branch | 1,987 ) .

4.2.5.2 Flood forecast method

Flood forecasting was formarly initiated Ín Lg54 forrowing
completion of the Red River Basin rnvestigation reports
subsequent to the 1-950 Red River flood. rn this investigation,
a graphical procedure was developed to forecast flows on the
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Red River at the international boundary near Emerson (Red

River Basin rnvestigation, 1953c¡. This graphicar method was

based on four parameters: soil moisture, soil priming indexl,
winter and spring precipitation, and merting index2 of degree
days per day. Forecasts for the Red River at winnipeg \,rere

obtained using either a peak stage rer-ationship between
Emerson and winnipeg or a manual streamflow routing procedure.
these forecasting procedures weïe used until_ rg74, when a

statistically based method was introduced (warkentin, 1986).
The multi-linear regression analysis employed in the latter
forecasting method was dependent on five parameters:
precipitation since November of the previous year, antecedent
precipitation index3, melting index, winter temperature index,
and previous spring runoff (Goulter and Hannan, L9B4¡. In
1'977 the Manitoba River Forecast Centre became establ-ished
(V[arkentin, 1,986) , and a forecasting method known as the
Manitoba Antecedent precipitation rndex (MANApr) model was

1 soil- priming index: it is expressed as a ratio of theaverage streamflow for the period october to January inclusj-ve tothe long term m9?l dischargè during these months 1nåo River BasinInvestigation, 1_953c) .

2 l,telting index: it is
day during active snow melt

t Antecede-nt precipitation index: the total weighted monthlyprecipitation frol the previgus May to october, with frecipitatioiin the l-ater months being weighted moïe heaviíy (".g. 0.07, 0.0g,0.1"2, 0.l-8 | 0.25 / 0.30, respectively) (Goultei and Hannan, r9B4;Warkentin, 1_986 ) .

8l_

the average number of degree-days perperiod (Warkentin, j_986 : p. 9 ) .



employed. During the r-990s ¡ ã. seven-yeaï streamfrow
simulation study was undertaken (under the terms of the
canada-Manitoba Flood Damage Reduction Agïeement Respecting
Flood Forecasting) that included testing several_ models of
varying complexity for data requirements, calibration,
accuracy and cost effectiveness (water Resouïces Branch, L9B7;

Andrews , 1,993) .

4.2.5.3 Flood forecast operation

The River Forecast centre provides multiple services and

operates on a year-round basis. spring frood forecasting is
its pri-mary role, and spring is usually the busiest time of
yeaï. FÌood forecast preparation usually involves two types
of runoff forecast each spring: a preliminary one and an

operational one (water Resources Branch | L971, and L9g7;

Warkentin, l_986; Andrews, j_993 ) .

Prel-iminary forecasts/ oï pïe-melt outlooks/ aïe prepared
well in advance of spring runoff in order to give an

indication of peak flows and water revels that can be expected
under various

Outlooks

February,

year in
issues a

are

but

probabilities of future weather conditions.
prepared each year during the third week of

Appendix

of 7996

the

these forecasts are very general in nature. Each

third week of March, the Flood Forecast Centre
more detailed forecast of the flood potential.

A provides the updated ftood out]ook for the spring
for Manitoba. The forecast carcurations are usually
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done on a Tuesday, based on data observations up to the
previous morning. The outlooks are reviewed by the Flood
Forecasting Review committee on that Thursday and then are
released to the public on Friday (warkentin, r_986). However,

the errors in preliminary forecasts do not affect the
operation of t.he Red River Floodway since the actual operation
of fl-ood control- works is based upon operational forecasts.

operational forecasts are done once spring runoff has

begun, and involve prediction of daily as well as peak river
levels and dates. A forecast includes the updating of the
earlier flow and stage predictions, based on observed nelt
rates, spring precipitation and runoff. up to date information
is very important at this time. The forecaster must know what
is happening in the fields and streams before the forecast can
be fine-tuned. To herp in quantifying the magnitude of early
forecast revision, small watersheds are often moni_tored to
obtain an early indication of runoff coefficients (warkentin,
1-986; Water Resources Branch, L9g7).

operational forecasts for small watersheds and tributaries
are updated by adjusting predicted runoff vorumes based on

fiel-d observations. rndex aïeas aïe a useful aid in
quantifying the magnitude of earry forecast revisions; these
are smarl basins (7s-200 kmr) where snow cover and runoff are
intensively monitored. They can provide an early indication
of the runoff coefficient, which is then used to adjust the
predicted runoff in nearby larger tributaries. unit
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hydrographs for various rates of mel_t are used to convert
predicted tributary runoff to daily streamfl_ow. predictions
for larger watersheds are made by flood routing of the
predj-cted daily tributary flows. The Muskingum routing method

is generally used, while the one-dimensional hydrodynamic

model- calibrated by Environment canada is available for major
floods on the Red River (Andrews, Igg3).

rn practice, the methodol_ogies employed in the
preparation of operational flow forecasts vary considerably
with the nature of the runoff conditions. when the spring
runoff potential- is average or below average, i.e. when there
is no significant threat of flooding, there may be littl_e or
no operational forecasting (Warkentin, l_986). The

methodologies used in updating forecasts also depend on the
severity of the f l-ood threat. vühen there is little threat of
flooding, quaritative forecast revisions and updates may be

made by an experienced forecaster, and frood routings may not
be required. when there is a serious flood threat oï if
flooding is underwayr proceduïes used are as quantitative as

possible.

4.2.5.4 Forecast distribution
Preliminary forecasts are pïepared by the River Forecast

centre in the third week of February and of March. The centre
presents the forecasts to the Flood Forecasting Review

committee for approval, and the Minister of the Manitoba
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Nat.ural Resources is responsible for official_ release to the
Manitoba Legislature by a messengeï.

when the outlook forecasts have been released, copies are
usually sent by telecopier to the Manitoba Emergency Measures

organization (EMo), Emergency preparedness canada (Epc), and

the regional water resources managers of the water Resources
Branch. They are arso distributed by mair_ to art
municipalities, cities, towns, vi1lages, rndian bands, local_
government districts, and to pertinent federal and provinciat
government of f icials (Warkentin, l_986 )

During a spring fr-ood, status reports and operational
forecasts are issued daily before noon. These reports aïe
submitted to flood fighting organizations and concerned
government officials. Major changes and periodic updates are
announced through news releases. Three-day forecasts for the
Red River in winnipeg are usually prepared daily by the River
Forecast centre duri-ng spring runoff at the request of the
City of Winnipeg (Andrews, 1_993; Manitoba Natural_ Resources,
1,995) (see Appendix B).

4.2.5.5 Evaluation of flood forecasts
The accurate prediction of magnitude and timing of flood

passage is needed for the implementation of ftood damage

mitigation measures. Goulter and Hannan (l_9g4) investigated
two recent flood events on the Red River, and found that there
\,rere differences between the actuar floods and the predicted
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ones (Table 4.4). Furtheïmore, the accuracy of forecasting
does not have a direct relationship with the aversi_on of flood
damaqe. Forecasting is merely a device that induces timely
flood fighting activity.

Table 4.4

March Forecast:
Actual height above flood stage (n)Predicted height above flood õtage'1m¡Difference (m)

Comparison of
for 7974 and

Forecast 10 Days before peak:
Actual height above fl_ood stage (m)Predicted height above flood staje'1m¡Difference (m)

Actual date of peak
Predicted date of peak

Actual and
1"97 9 at Wir

(Jur(je: (JoulEer an

4.2.6 Flood Insurance

Frood insurance programs \¡reïe initiated in the united
states and New Zear-and, but neither the canadian government
nor any of the provinces have yet widely implemented this
flood hazard adjustment (Mitche11 et al, LgTg). rn canada,
the property and casualty insurance coverage is most avairabr-e
for intensive naturar l'azard events such as tornad.oes,
windstorms, hairstormsr earthquakes, and heavy rainstorms that
cause flash flooding or major se\,ìrer backups. However/
insurance is not offered for regional frood and tsunami
hazards in generar (The Joint committee of the Royar society
of Canada and the Canadian Academy of Engineering, I99O; CNC_
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TDNDR, I9g4) .

According to the Royal commission on Flood cost-Benefit
(Royal commission, l-958), a flood insurance scheme is not
practicable in Manitoba due to a number of difficulties. rt
asserted (íncorrectly) that, because the settled area of the
province is small-, the weather conditions that produce
flooding in one aïea might wel-l- apply throughout the whole
insured area; hence, claim payments would be very numerous in
particular years. This would make the insurance industry,s
financial resources insuffi-cient to meet the high-risk flood
losses throughout a region, thus causing its bankruptcy.
secondly, most large river froods in Manitoba are of the slow-
rising type; these can be predicted well in advance. rt is
therefore possible to reduce potential flood damage either by
moving property out of the frood zone or by building temporary
dykes to protect the areas subject to frooding. rt was argued
that if potential- flood losses were covered by insurance, the
steps taken to move or protect property night be considerably
less prompt and vígorous. Thirdly, because floods in Manitoba
are prolonged, with slow recession, assessing flood damages

and making cl-aim payment.s woul-d also be more dif f icurt. The

effects of protracted flooding may only be fully apparent many

months after the flood has passed. This is particularly true
of structural damage to buildings and of the loss of income

from crops. rn the right of the above considerations the
Royal commission (l-958) concluded that it would not be
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advisable for the province of Manitoba to enter into any
general flood insurance program.

fn winnipeg, insurance companies do not assume frood
insurance against riverine flooding, but they do provide
partial insurance against basement flooding due to sewer
backup damage. For instance, the 1,gg3 basement flooding damage

claims vtrere about $160 million j_n the Winnipeg area. Since
then, 1-nsurance companies have changed basement flooding
coverage. rnsurance may no l0nger cover this kind of 10ss,
especially for those people living in f100d-prone older
resi-dential- areas or having past water damage claims (water
and Waste Department, L995).

The Manitoba crop rnsurance corporation has an ',A11 Risk
crop rnsurance program", which recognizes flood as one of the
insurable causes of the "designation perilsrr loss in the
Province. However, the causes of loss that are within the
insured producer's control are not covered in this program/
which implies that the crops in the designated flood risk
areas are not insurable. The arable l_and within the city of
winnipeg is very limited, and flood crop loss rarely occurs as

there is a good land drainage system, and the farmland is
generally a\^/ay f rom the rivers (Manitoba crop rnsurance
Corporation, 1,994).

some other avenues of compensation, such as government

subsidization/ are avairabr-e for major flood damages. The
joint federal-provincial Nationat Flood Damage Reduction
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Program, which has been in existence for nearly 20 years/
provides funds. The Disaster Financial Assistance Agreement
(described in chapter 6) arso gives effective support. These
programs that get local level-s of government to agïee not to
buird on flood plains are strongty endorsed by the insurance
industry and the rnsurance Bureau of canada. They provide
funds to ffood victj_ms (Mann | L994) .

However, the growing frood damage potentiar in canada
requires a joint government and i_nsurance industry response in
order to ensure pubric financial protection whire reducing the
financial exposure of governments to the risk of flood
damages. rt is highry desirabre that an insurance program,
involving public funds and the private insurance industry, be
establ-i-shed in order to provide f inanciar_ assistance to
property owners affected by flooding in flood-prone areas of
winnipeg because of the i-ncreased ftood damage potential,
particularly in the south of the city where resi_dential
development has been rarge during the past four decades.

4.2.7 Legislatj_on and Legal Framework

wÍthin the array of frood hazard mitigation measuïes, the
role of legislation is vital because it has a significant
influence on flood plain management and flood damage reduction
activities - some major legislation is discussed in this
section under three categories, corresponding to the three
levels of governments (Tab1e 4.5).
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Table 4 .5 Fl_ood Hazard

Federal-
I
2
3

4

Canada lVater Conservation Assistance Act
Canada Water Act (I970)
National Flood Damage Reduction program
(Î.e7 6 )
Natj-onal Housing Act

Provincial_
1-) Water Resources Administration Act (ledestablishment of Water Resources Branch

Department of Natural Resources) (l_959)
?) Dyking Authority Act (1950)3) Planning Act of Manitoba (L975)
Municipal

Adjustment Related Legislation

l- ) City of Winnipeg Act

4.2.7 .L Federal Level_

(1) Canada Water Conservation Assistance Act
The canada water conservation Assistance Act, promulgated

in l-953, was the first federal legislation directly concerned
with water resources managemenL. The Act enabl_ed the f ederal_
government to provide financíal_ assistance for provincial
water storage projects. The intention of the Act was to
provide assistance for projects that normally would exceed the
financi-al means of the province and municipalities. under the
Act, the federal government. contributed up to 37.s% of the
cost of project works, provided that its contribution did not
exceed that of the province. Another 37.s% would be borne by
the province involved and the remainder by rocal government in
the area affected (Foster, ]'9g1_; Andrews, 1,gg3).

only a few smarl frood control works qualified for
funding under the Act. The rigid cost-sharing requirements
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prevented the automatic application of the Act to the
construction of the Red River Froodway. For the latter, a

special agreement out.side t.he Act was reached between the
Manitoba and Federal Governments (Booth and euinn , 1995¡.
According to Rannie (j_990), the federal government shared
37.02, 9.32, and r-0.9å respectively ín the construction of the
Red River Floodway, portage Díversion, and sherrmouth Dam,

which provide fl_ood protection to Winnipeg.

(2) Canada Vüater Act

the Canada Water Act, passed in 1,970, superseded the
canada water conservation Assistance Act as the primary
instrument for joint federal-provincial management of canada,s
water resources. The new act
implementation of measuïes

development and utilization
Andrews (1993) described the canada water Act as

encompassing the following ideas:
a) Planning should proceed on a very comprehensive basis, by

including all water uses and their economic, social- and
environmental importance (Sections 2 & 4).

b) The views of the people likery to be affected shourd be
taken into account (Section 4).

c) Non-structural arternatives to traditional structural
measures should be considered (Section 5).

d) Financial and technical support of the programs should be
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shared by the federar and provincial governments (section
7).

under the auspices of the canada water Act, a federal-
provincial consultative committee \^¡as established for each
province ' Periodic meetings of these consul-tative commj-ttees
provÍde a forum whereby probrems, policies and projects can be
discussed among officiars of the two governments. At the time
of passaqe of the Act, flooding was a major problem in many
parts of the country; it demanded fresh adjustments beyond the
traditional- ones of structural- works and financial- assistance
to victims and institutions. Based on the discussions and
recommendations of consul-tative committees, a natíonal_ Flood
Damage Reduction program was established in rg7s.

Under the Canada Water Act, the joint Canada_Manitoba
Flood Damage Reduction program, which incl_uded policies,
mapping and research studies, and flood forecasting was
funded. the Manitoba Dykes upgrading Agreement was arso
f inancially support.ed during the period l_9g3 _1,gf g, with the
aim of upgrading the level of ring dykes protection in several
communities in the Red River Valley (Booth and euinn, 1995).

(3) National- Flood Damage Reduction program

The federar government activery pursued the signing of
accords with each province to reduce potentiar frood damages

in canada. untir the passage of the canada lvater Act i-n LgTol
the principal federar measures employed to deal with fl_ood
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hazard were limited to the construction of flood control works
and the provision of disaster assistance. The National Flood
Damage Reduction program ( FDRP ) vras introduced in April 1,g7 5

by Environment canada specificarly to address flood rel_ated
problems and mitigation measures. The FDRP created an

effective, long-range sorution to flood damages. The prime
reason for the FDRP program was the escal_ation in f100d
disaster payments by the federal government in the earry
l-970s.

All the provinces except Prince Edward rsl-and and yukon

Territory participated ín the FDRP. According to Andrews
(1993: 9B), the two revels of government agreed to the
fol-l-owing polices:

a) They will not build,_ approve or finance fl_ood pronedevelopment in the designated fr-ood risk areas.
b) rhey will not provide flood disaster assi_stance forany. deveropment. built after an area becomesdesignatg¿_texcept for floodproofed deveropment inthe flood fringe area).

c) The province wirl encourage loca1 authorities tozone on the basis of flood risk.

According to Environment canada (l_993), as most. of the
FDRP programs approached completion, a comprehensive policy
review of the National FDRP mission was undertaken. vüatt
( l-995 ) examined the National_ FDRP and made an overall_
evaruation. He concruded that "the FDR progïam has been

extremely successfur in identifying urban frood risk aïeas
across canada and Ín redirecting flood-prone development away
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from flood-risk areas" (p.247) under the joint efforts of
federalr provincial and local governments. This program witl
be continued to the maintenance phase by 1,996, which needs
updating existi-ng maps and public information as necessary,
and continuing the polices of the progïam.

(4) National Housing Act

The Canada Mortgage and Housing corporation (cMHc)

administers the National Housing Act (Government of canad.a,
3'970). Under the Act, the amount and type of future
development on flood plains are restricted. Mortgage loans can
only be insurable on conditions of guarantee of protection of
buildings from flooding, either through l_ocation in a non_
flood prone aïear or through protectÍve measurres within an
area that is recognized as a flood plain.

The following sections of the Act (Government of canada,
7970; McKerness, 1,976) are of particurar importance in the
management of flood plains:

- section 6 describes the conditions under which a mortgage
loan is insurabre. sub sections (i) and (h) state that
the terms, conditions, and regulations governing the
issuance of mortgage loans are to be agreed upon between
the approved lender and the corporation. presumabJ_y GMHC

cou]d require that these terms, conditions and
regulations include a guarantee of protection of the
building from flooding.
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sections 1-3 and 1-6 provide a further safeguard of CMHC

i-nsurance funds by requiring cMHc approvar of the house
site location and that building construction be done in
accordance with CMHC-approved standards. rhis presents
another opportunity for CMHC to rimit unprotected
development on f l_ood plains.
section 45 permits CMHC to enter into an agreement with
the federal or any provincial government to undertake a

project for the planning of new communities. cMHc could
help insure that no neT/r communities are l-ocated on flood
plains.

4.2.7 .2 provincial Level_

(1) lüater Resources Adminj_stration Act
The Manitoba water Resources Admi-nistration Act, passed

in l-959, established the authorities responsibre for the
construction, operation and jurisdiction over all provincial_
water control works, including flood control structures
as dams and storage reservo.irs. fhis Act led
establishment of the water Resources Branch of the
Department of Natural Resources.

The Act provides for the delinitation of an area subject
to flooding from natural causes to be a designated flood area.
Development within such area is restricted, and only permitted
if the resulting buildings are adequatery floodproofed.
construction of any structure within such an area requires a
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permit issued by the Natural Resources Minister (shady, lggg).
After the l_979 fl_ood, the flood risk aïeas in the entire

Red River varrey from Emerson to winnipeg were designated
under the water Resources Administration Act. under this Act
and Manitoba Regulation 266/90¡ âily person wishing t.o build in
the designated area must first obtain a permit from the water
Resources Branch (Manitoba Natural Resources, 7gg2). The
permit requires that any structure to be erected sharr- be
floodproofed to prevent damages up to the 1-% probability flood
level.

(2) Dykingr Authority Act

The Dyking Authority Act, passed in 1,gs2, provides for
the maintenance of dykes and pumping stati_ons in Greater
winnipeg. The water Resources Branch administers this Act,
which calls for a Dyking cornmissioneï appointed by it. The

commissioner is required to make an annuar_ report to the
Minister of Natural Resources on the adninistration and
implementation of the provisions of this Act. Hovüever, ful_t
authority for the construction, operation and maintenance of
dykes and pumping stations is invested with the city of
vfinnipeg under the terms of the Act. For vüinnipeg protection,
the city may increase the height of the dykes, subject to the
prior approval of the Commissioner.
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(3) elanning act

The planning Act of Manitoba was passed in 1_975. under
this Act, the Minister of Rurar_ Development Department may

recommend to the Executive council the establishment of
special planning aïeas. particularly, part v of the Act
contains special provisions on tand use control. section 41(3)
prohibits the erection of any building or structure within a

specified distance of any natural or artificial_ river,
watercourse or body of water, and on rand that is subject to
flooding.

Through the application of provincial Land use poricy
No.l-l-, enacted in l_980 under the pl_anning Act, the province of
Manitoba exercises contror oveï deveropment i-n areas subject
to flooding, erosion, river bank instability, landslides and
subsidence (Manitoba Natural Resources/ L992).

4.2.7 .3 Municipal Level

The city of winnipeg Act defines the building standards
and sets out regulations on development restrictions in
Winnipeg/s designated flood risk areas (part 15, S.M. 1989_

e0).

The construction in a designated floodway aïea is limited
as follows:

No person shall construct, erect or bring anybuilding, structure or erection within oì on adesignated floodway area except pubric servicesincluding water control works, electricalr gâs7water/ sev/age/ communications t or transportationservices t or publicly owned open air structures for
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recreational uses (section 495).

And in a designated floodway fringe arear flo person shall
(a) construct, erect or bring any building,structure or erection other than ã fenèe within óron a designated floodway fringe area; or
(b)__make any addition to, or reconstruct, anybuilding, structure or erection, other than ãfence, within a designated floodway fringe area;
except in accordance with the floodproofingcriteria and in accordance v¡ith a building- permit]or where such permit is not required, in aócordancewith froodproofing permit issued by thesupervisor of building inspections (section -486) 

.

After the designation of the Red River valley as a

designated flood area, the city of winnipeg Act was amended to
restrict development in floodway areas, and to establish
floodproofing criteria in floodway fringe areas with regards
to the Red and Assiniboine Rivers within the perimeter
Highway. under the Act, individuals aïe generarly not
permitted to buil-d i-n a designated floodway aïea, and. must
comply with floodproofing criteria in any froodway fringe
zone. Under Section 493(l_) of the Act, the Minister of
Natural Resources may make an order to vary the floodproofing
criteria established by Mani-toba Regulation 43g/BgR. on

January 1-, L992, amendments to the city of winnipeg Act were
proclaimed empowering the city of winnipeg to administer the
Designated FTood.way rringe Area Reguration (Manitoba urban
Affairs, 1-990; Manitoba Natural Resources/ rgg2).

The provisions of. section 490 in the Act arso state that
individuals who either build in the designated floodway area,
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or fail to comply with the floodproofing criteria in floodway
fringe areas/ are not entitled to receive flood protection or
damage assistance from either the Manitoba oï municipal
qovernments. Moreover, the supervisor of building inspections
may make an order requesting that any building, structure or
erection which is built in the designated floodway aïea t or
which does not comply with the floodproofing criteria within
a designated floodway fringe area, shou]d be removed or
evacuated (Sections 485 & 489).

4.3 EFFECTTVENESS OF THE FLOOD MITIGATTON MEASURES

4.3.L Flood Control Works Operation

The implementation of the flood control_ measures on the
Red and Assiniboine rivers has successfully protected the city
of winnipeg and most of its inrnediately surrounding areas.
Since their completion, the flood control_ works on these
rivers have been extensively used, and have provided the most
obvious benefits by protecting winnipeg from damaging floods
in 1,969 | 1970 | 1,97 4, L979 , 1,987 | Lgg3 and 1996 .

The first critical test of the contror works came in
L974, when an unusual- combination of high discharges on the
Red and a record flow on the Assiniboine produced flood levels
of potentially disastrous proportions within winnipeg. At the
flood peak, nearly 1_tL33m3/s (40,OOO cfs) weïe routed around

winnipeg via the Floodway, sLTm3/s (l-g/000 cfs) were diverted
from the Assiniboine River to Lake Manitoba, and the detention
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of runof f by the sherr-mout.h Dam reduced peak f low on the
Assiniboine River berow the dam by another 17om37s (6,000cfs¡
(Rannie, L9B0). Without the control works, the est.imated water
level in 1974 which courd have occurred within winnipeg wourd
have been only 0.ogm (0.3 ft.) r-ower than the r_g50 f100d
l-evel. undoubtedry, the damage and disruption wour-d have been
great if the total discharge had passed through the city.

rn the spring of l97gr conditions produced the most
severe f100d threat in the Red River valley since r_g5o; at
places south of Vüinnipeg, the 1,g7 g peak discharges T/rere

comparable with those of r-950. More than Ttooo people weïe
evacuated from the Manitoban frooded zone south of winnipeg.
Within Winnipeg, property damage was negligible, and normal
city activity was scarcely affected by the major flood that
occurred to the south of st. Norbert (Rannie, 1gB0). with the
operation of the flood control works, the controlled peak
stage in the city was 3.3m berow the computed natural stage.
The damages in Winnipeg could have totall_ed $750 mill_ion if
the flood control works had not been built (Wild, 1996c).
Yet, the totar frood damages reached onty ç27 million
(Jarolim, 1986).

The cost of the Red River Floodway, portage Diversion and
Shellmouth Dam totalled $94 million when constructed, or about
$378 nillion in r-991 dollars. At the time of construction of
these works, the estimated respective benefit-cost ratios were
2.89:1-, 7.2L:1-, 6.i-B:l_ (Royal Commission, 195g). Based on the
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estimates of Andrews (l_993), the potential flood damages
prevented during the 1969-1,99r period are in excess of $r
billion ( ín L99L dor-r-ars ) in winnipeg. rn light of the
significant damages prevented by the flood control works, it
is clear that the ratter are extremely cost effective.

rhe l-993 flooding in winnipeg was caused by three extreme
rainstorm events in the 10ca1ity in July and August. Many

1ow-lying areas along the Red, the lower Assiniboine, and such
streams as sturgeon creek were flooded. According to winnipeg
Waterworks, Waste and Disposal Department (l_993), due to the
heavy rainfal] on saturday, August 14, 32 streets were
temporarily closed, including t2 regional streets and 3

underpasses. Tn order to combat flooding , 22 of the 40

pumping stations \,rere operated to pump runoff water from the
ser/'/er system into the rivers . The st. Andrews Dam \,fas opened
to all-ow maximum frow of the Red River through winnipeg.

4.3.2 Flood Forecasts veïsus Flood Damage

rt is widery assumed that flood damage potential can be
reduced by using good fr-ood forecasting techniques. Having
investigated the floods of rgr4 and 1,g7g in the Red River
valley, Goulter and Hannan (j-984) found that, when flood
magnitudes \^zere badly underestimated, the ratios of f lood
fighting costs to restoration costs (i.e. damage values) were
low, indicating that the Manitoba flood fighting acti-vities
\,vere rather inef f icient. Howeverr on the other hand, for the
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cases of overestimation of flood peaks, the flood fighting
activities v/ere again ineffective, because the flood fighting
costs might be in excess of that justified by the actual flood
levels and flood damages sustained might be less. They

concluded that there is no apparent rerationship between the
accuracy of a f100d forecast and the effectiveness of f100d
fighting actions on the Red River during that respective
event. This conclusion i-s in contrast to previous studies
(e.9. Day and Lee/ ]-976; penning-Rowsell, Chatterton, and

Parker, r97B¡, which showed the flood damage reduction
potential of well designed flood forecast ing/warning systems.
Goulter and Hannan (19g4) attributed this disparity to the
difference in nature of the froods in the Red River valley and

that of the floods reviewed in other studies.

4.3.3 Flood A]-]-eviation Benefits
Undoubtedly, the City of Winnipeg is the major

beneficiary of the current Manitoban flood control measures.

rn essence/ the implementation of this series of measuïes \,vas

a human response to winnipeg,s flood problem. The great flood
damages averted in winnipeg are a combined result of effective
flood control works and efficient non-structural- measures.

The benefits of flood alleviation are often regarded as

the l-osses which are avoided by the scheme when compared to
the 'do nothing' option. while complete flood damage data are
not available from responsible agencies, the informatíon
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adapted from Andrews (l-993) is used here for a simple
comparison. As can be seen in Table 4-6, very substantial
flood damage has been prevented with the flood control works

operational; their benefits are highly apparent in the severe
flood events of 1,gro, 7gg7, (and especialty) 1,974 and rg7g.

Table 4-6

Act.ual-

Pot.en
- tial

1_969

Winnipeg Flood Damages in Selected years

0 .67

ource:

36.73

( in 1,987 million dottars )

L97 0

1.31

no.rews

6s

L97 4

.3

2 .6r
292 .4

L97 5

1.30

L.96

L97 6

0. sB

2.34

r978

0 .64

1-.7 4

L97 9

4 .52

629.9

1986

0.34

r.44

L987

1. 00

60 .9
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5. FLOOD DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

rn the Mani-toba Emergency Measures Act, emergency

preparedness is defined as "a readiness for emergencies and

disasters, and includes the planning, training, exerci_ses and

education necessary or designed to achieve a state of
readiness for emergencíes. " (p.1) .

rmplementing preparedness activity is predicated on the
assumption that extreme hazard events of va::ious types will
occur, but that their negative consequences can be reduced.
Preparedness action can lead to either a reduction t or to the
quick arreviation, of disaster impact consequences.

There are many \^/ays to prepare for disasters, such as

through planning, education, and provision of warning systems.
Manj-toba's Emergency Measures organization (EMo¡ has the
Emergency Preparedness program that provides t.he following
four activities:

development and maintenance of emergency plans

establishment and enhancement of emergency resources

emergency training and education

emergency response exercise.
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5.1 PLANNING

For disaster preparedness, in the first instance a

comprehensive hazard analysis must be conducted. The l_atter
usually invol-ves the identification of the likely hazards that
face the community, and the assessment of the level of risk
that they present. After analyzing the risks and recognizing
what constitutes an emergency/ it is necessary that a

community devel0p an emergency plan. fn Manitoba, it is now

required by law, through the Manitoba Emergency Measures Act,
that any community prepare an emergency preparedness p1an. The

plan should prescribe the emergency procedures and

responsibilities, and it should aid in the coordination of an

all-hazards emergency response (Bennett, l_9BB) .

A community is, for the most part, the place where
emergency manaqement activities must be implemented. The

initial responsibirity to respond to disasters/emergencies
often lies with the individual oï municipality directry
affected. Therefore, the motivation, and sometimes the
initiatives/ must come from communities. rn this regrard,
municipal emergency plans provide the most. effective response
tool. The Manitoba EMo usually assists communities with the
development of these plans. rn conjunction with the Manitoba
Disaster Assistance Board, the Manitoba EMO conducted
presentations throughout Manitoba on the Manitoba Emergency

Plan and the Disaster Financial Assistance policy. The

Manitoba EMo established the Manitoba Emergency plan in l_984.
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The city of winnipeg Emeïgency plan was presented in 1,gg2.

5.2 TRAINING

A training program is mainly targeted at informing the
individuals, groups, and organizations involved
response of their responsibilities and the ways

them.

The Federal Government, through its agency Emergency

Preparedness canada (Epc), trains officials, from provincial
and municipal governments, in aspects of emergency planning
and response at the canadian Emergency preparedness college in
Arnpri-or, ontario. The Alberta public safety services
Training school- ís also a valuable resource facility for
anyone involved with disaster preparedness and response. Each

year Manitoba EMo arranges for representatives from Manitoba

to attend courses and seminars at these two training
institutions.

Manitoba/s training program is directed primarily at
smarr communities, where training is needed by their planners
or response people. As part of its Training /Education
program, Manitoba EMo has given numerous l_ecture presentations
to municipal councils on a variety of emeïgency preparedness

subjects, including flood management. Flood emergency seminars

have been given in different places, including winnipeg. These

seminars were usualry joint provincial/municipal initiatives
for the purpose of defining rores and responsibitities in the
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event of flooding (Manitoba Government services, 1_gB2 - 1_gg5).

Fígure 5-l- shows a dynamic increase from 199L/92 Lo

1'994/95 in the number of Manitobans trained in emergency

management. The number of traínees in emergency preparedness

has grown without allocation of more resource. The students
that were trained came from municipalitiesr províncial
departments, and non-government organizations.
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Figure 5-1- Manitoba EMO Training program

Source: Manitoba Government Services, I99S

with the assistance of the Manitoba EMo/ the city of
winnipeg sponsored a one-week training course on plans and

Operations in June L994, which was the first time a

municipality had sponsored a federalry-ïecognized
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provincially-run course (anon. i-993b). Those in attendance at
the course represented fire, police, ambulance/ public works

and util-ities personnel and purchasing departments, as well as

the Red Cross.

The training programs, in general, are not available to
the public; they aïe intended for professionals engaged in
emergency preparedness and management. provision of training
for the general public is desirable, but this cannot be

accomplished through reliance on traditional crassroom

delivery. Alternatíve delivery methods, including the
electronic media - notably videos/ rnternet and television
enable a wider portion of the public to receive basic
instruction on emergency preparedness.

5.3 EDUCATTON

rn any successful operation of an emergency plan,
designed to reduce the disaster potential, good educational
programs must be provided to the general public in order to
increase its awareness of disasters and of emergency measures.

Although all- three revels of government work to reduce the
disaster impact of floods, the first line of disaster defence
is the individual. Each resident has a responsibility to
protect his or her home and family to the greatest extent
possible. By planning ahead and taking sensible precautions
flood damage can be minimized.

rn all cases, local government authorities try to keep
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residents of flood-prone areas informed of developments. As

part of their duties, authorities recommend actions that
people should take to rimit or prevent disaster. Detailed
instructions can be given, âs the need arj_ses, by the
municipal or provincial authorities.

Publ-ic information, av¡areness and education are important
aspects of disaster prevention. The Manitoba EMo/ Emergency

Preparedness canada and other responsible agencies have

produced emergency preparedness literature and have provided
the media vrith public service materíal-. These agencies have

developed public aï/areness programs by providing emergency

preparedness information, in French and English, utílizing
brochures and tapes, and. have incorporated braille material_s

for the visuarly impaired. Additionarly, radio and television
public service announcements were devised, and television
segments are now close-captioned. promotional campaigns on

flooding are often conducted during the spring season of each

year.

As parts of the public education program, the following
brochures and booklets (Figure 5-2) have been published:

I Are You Prepared in case of Disaster?, produced by Health
and vüel-fare canada/ reconmends that individuals and

families stock essentiar items, such as water, food,

clothing and first aid supplies, in the event of a major

emergency.

0 Familv Emerqencv Handbookr produced by Manitoba EMo/ is
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designed for the rnternational year of the Family - 1_gg4,

and includes sections on individual ïesponses to fl-ood

warnings and on evacuation during flooding.
t Your Family Emerqencv plan and Emergencv preparedness

checklist, produced by Manitoba EMo, are both designed
for famíly emergency preparedness. They assist families
by providing a rist of points addressing emergency

preparedness activities in the unit of a farnily.
t Seniors Emergency preparedness,

seniors DirectoraLe, describes the flood emergency

measures designed to reduce potential harmful effects to
family and property.

, by the Manitoba EMo,

provides advice on flooding precautions, flood warning

action, flooded homes, evacuation of inhabitants and

their return after the flood event.

Floods, a self-help advice brochurer produced by Epc,

suggests some emergency activiti-es before and after a

flood in terms of electricity, heating equipment, water
contamination, foodr gêDêrâl precautions, and evacuation.

prepared by Manitoba

prepared by Manitoba EMo, provides important information
to help residents clean up and restore property after
flooding.

These education materials have not been widery
distributed to the general pubric. specif ic publications \4rere
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only availabl-e upon ïequest. Not surprisingly, public flood
disaster awareness is stirr- very 1ow, and many winnipeggers do

not know the major agencies responsible for fr_ood hazard
reduction and emergency response. rn generaÌ, residents are
ignorant of the regislation and regulations pertinent to fr_ood

hazard reduction. There i-s a great need to educate the public
with respect to specific measures that should be implemented
by winnipeg's resident.s immediately prior, during and shortly
after a fl-ood event in the city. particularly important is the
education of the general public with respect to precautionary
measures in dwellings, such as the installatj-on of sewer back-
up valves, sump pumps, and. waterproofing of basement wal_ls. rt
is recognized that informing public wirl be more var_uabr_e, not
only in preparedness but also in response.

tn light of the fact that it i-s inpracticabre to
distribute education materials to all individuals and

househol-ds in winnipeg, it is advisabre that short articres on
flood emergency measures be presented in newspapers. Radio and

television programs on the frood threat and preparedness
shoul-d be broadcast in the spring time. The increase in the
number of non-English and non-French-speaking people in canada
means many inhabitants are unabre to fully understand the
a\^/areness and warning packages avairable only in canada,s two
officiar languages. These information packages need to be
developed in other languages and must be available for print
impaired individuals.
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rn 1994 the Manitoba EMo raunched its first Emergency

Preparedness week under the theme "Family Emergency

Preparedness" 1anon., L994). This particular week of May 15-

27, 1-994 vras chosen to coincide with the May 17 to May 1_g

anniversary of t.he cresting of the Red River in the l_950

flood.

In conjunction with the Manitoba Department of Education,
the Manitoba EMo deveroped a general guiderine for emergency

preparedness in schools, and in 1-994 introduced an emergency

preparedness program for students in Grades 7 , B, and 9 in
1-994 (anon. / t_995 ) .

rn preparation for possible flooding, the city of
vüinnipeg has provided special public information sessions. For

example, in st. Norbert a public meeting v¡as held on April J_0,

7996 to provide its residents with information about potential
flooding and possibre mitigation activities. An accompanying

"hands-on" demonstration of the construction of sandbag dykes

vras held on April 13, Lg96 (Bennett, I996a¡.

5 .4 EXERCISE

A disaster exercise consists of the performance of
duties, tasks t or operations very similar to the \day they
wourd be undertaken in a real- mass emergency or disaster. To

be effective/ emergency prans and response procedures must be

tested and updated, hence the need for disaster exercises.
There are several types of exercises which can be used to
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eval-uate conmunity disaster preparedness procedures. They are
orientation seminars, tabletop seminars, field * 

exercises,
computer simul-ations/ and recovery exercises leritton I rggr).

The Manitoba EMo assisted the city of winnipeg in
developing and conducting simurated emerg'ency ïesponse

exercises. These exercises allowed for an evaruation and

subsequent enhancement of the community,s response capability.
rn April l-990, the Manitoba EMo coordinated preparation for a

provincial response to frooding in the Red River valley.
rn February 1989 a one-day Flood Emergency workshop vras

conducted in winnipêg, and a document of syndicate responses

was compiled. Participants included representatives from all
sectors of the winnipeg Emergency Response organizations,
Manitoba Naturar Resources/ and the Manitoba EMo. This
workshop was a type of indoor tabletop exercise, whi_ch dealt
with various scenarios of flood emergency and presented

adaptable response acti-vities. The appropriate sectors
participating in this exercise vrere pubtic safety (e.g. fire,
police, ambulance), public aÍd (e.g. social services, health,
hospitals), public util-ities (e.g. water ç waste, hydro¡ gâs,

MTs), public information sect.ion lmedia), and public works
(e.9. operations, street e transportation, transit¡ (Manitoba

Emergency Measures OrganJ_zation, 1-9B9a) .

5 . 5 irorNÏ EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM (.fEpp )

In October 1980, the Government of Canada ínitiated the
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Joint Emergency preparedness program (JEpp), through which the
Federal Government, in consultatíon and co-operation with the
provincial and territorial governments, undertakes or
contributes to projects that enhance the national emergency

response capability. The JEpp is financed at an annual_ rate of
approximately $6 million, about one-third of EpC/s annual

budget (EPC, 1-9B9b) .

JEPP projects are normally submitted by a province or
territory to EPc/ and eval-uated by Epc/s regional directors
and senior managers according to establ_ished criteria.
erojects favoured for funding are the development and

evaluation of emergency plans, training programs, and the
purchase of communications and emergency response equipment.

The I'lanitoba EMo participates in the ongoing JEpp, and

from its inception, Manitoba has received over $5.7 mill_ion
funds (as of March l-995) (Manitoba Government services I J-ggs).

However, flood-related projects have never been sponsored by

this program for the City of Winnipeg.

5 .6 I¡IARNING SYSTEM

Flood warning systems pray a key rol_e in fl_ood disaster
reduction, and therefore they are often regarded as a

component of preparedness activity. Early warning may save

life/ property and economic facilities. Almost arl damage can

be reduced if peopre have more time to save their belongings

and take proper precautions. Emmenegger, Spreafico and
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Lateltin (7994) stated that. in the case of flood hazard, a

comprehensive flood warning system incl_udes sub-systems such

as data collection and transmission, the calculation of
forecasts, the evaluation of this information for decision-
making and action, the warning dissemination, and the
execution of emergency response measures (Figure 5-3).

As the ultimate purpose of ftood forecasting is to
provide flood warnings, the dissemination of information is an

integral part of the Manitoba Flood Forecast centre,s duties.
Generally, information on flood sit.uations, forecasts and

warníngs is dísseminated, through press rerease to the nevrs

media, by the Minister of the Natural- Resources Department.

Detailed information relating to a particular problem area is
communicated directly to municipal officials by water
Resources Personner, some of whom are on location and provide
engineering advice as required (water Resources Branch, 1-971-).

with regards to f]ood event communications, Andrews

(1-993) and cNc-TDNDR (1-994) have provided simj-l_ar description.
There are several forms and levels of flood warnings given to
the public and emergency agencies to prepare for flooding. The

warning system is usually initiated with a statement of flood
forecast or flood alert early in the spring season. The alert
often gives a genera] indication of the potential- threat based

on various weather scenarios. During the course of the spring
melt the Flood Forecast centre will issue a flood warning when

a flood event is foreseen. The warning is delivered to the
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Source: Emmenegger et al (1994).
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Flood Forecasting Review committee, which releases the
information to the Manitoba Legislature and the press

(Andrews, L993) . The warning triggers Manitoba Fl-ood Fighting
Plans to be put into effect by the collective response of
police, fire, public works/ emergency measures, and other

departments. These agencies assist in the evacuation,

sheltering, feeding and clothing of the flood-threatened
population. These warnings also give the public from several
hours to a couple of days to prepare themselves by moving

valuables to higher groundr possibly sealing the home to some

extent, and volunteering to aid in the flood fighting.
To effectively organize the response to an impending or

actual (flood) disaster, arrangements for the dissemination of
a warning are established in the city of winnipeg Emergency

Plan (as shown in Figure 5-4). This plan prescribes that if
the nature and magnitude of the imminent disaster require
warning of the general public, this warning will be broadcast

over all winnipeg TV and radio stations. rn addition, it may

be necessary to use loud speaker-equipped vehicles to warn the
general public.
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Source: Emergency hogram Office, the City of Winnipeg Emergency plan (1992).
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Flood disaster management is a broad activity, providing

a rational- response to the threats of f l-ood hazards. The

process of flood disaster management can be represented as a

chain of action, which incl_udes four sequential phases

mitigation, preparedness/ response/ and recovery. In this
chapter the emphasis will be on the aspects of institutional
management, legislative support, and disaster response

organJ-zation.

6. FLOOD DISASTER MANAGEMENT

6 . 1 DISASTER IvIANAGEMENT AGENCIES

A number of institutions, ei-ther government agencies or
non-government organizations/ are involved in emergency

/disaster management. Following is a brief introduction to the
principal government agencies (Table 6.1), whose mandates are

related to flood disaster management practice.
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Table 6.L

Federal-
1) Emergency Preparedness Canada (EpC)2) Environment canada - rnland water Directorate (rI/üD)
3 ) Department of National Defence
4) Agriculture Canada

Government Agencies for Managin

5) canadian National committee (cNc) for the rDNDR

Provincial-
1- ) Manitoba EMO
2) Department of Natural Resources - water Resources

Branch
3 ) Manitoba Disaster Assistance Board (MDAB

eitv of Winnipeq
1_

2
3
4

Emergency program Office
Water and Waste Department
Streets and Transportation Department
Social Services Department

6. 1. I Federal Government

(1) Emergency preparedness Canada (EpC)

EPc is the federal agency responsible for co-ordinating
a national- response to peacetime emergencies, incruding both
natura] and human-made disasters. Epc/s role and mandate are
defined in the Emergency preparedness Act, l_988. An Epc

Regionar Director and an Assistant in each provincial capital
are in constant touch with provincial emergency organizations
and officials in order to ensure a country-wide network of
preparedness (Emergency preparedness Canada, l-}BT) .

EPC maintains close l-iaison with the Manitoba EMo. Epc

provides assistance and guidance to the Manitoba Government

and to municipal-ities concerning preparation of civil
emergency measures in matters that are not the responsibility
of any department agency or crown corporation of the Federal
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Government. EPc and the Manitoba EMo are active components in
frood compensation boards. To help the Manitoba Government

with the financial burden of flood relief measures, Epc

admínisters, on behalf of the Federal- Government, the Disaster
Financial Assistance Agreements.

rn Manitoba, Epc is actively involved in flood problems.

The extent of EPc involvement is greatest during the spring,
when floods are imminent or have occurred. fn fact, in April
and May, most of the regionar staff time and resources are

spent in flood related activities. Epc also sponsors civil
emergency planning and training for al_l levers of government

and private sectors.

(2) Environment Canada (EC)

Within Environment Canada, the Inland Vüater Directorate
(rwD) is the natíonal water agency. Through federar-provincial
agreements, the rwD provides basic data on the flows and

levels of rivers and lakes, which are used for frequency

analyses of flood discharges and stages, and for the design of
dams, channels, and other river and r-ake structures. The

rwD's goals include formulation and co-ordination of
integrated national- water poricies and pïograms and reduction
of the undesirable effects of water resource development, such

as flooding. Particularly, the rwD is responsible for the
National Flood Damage Reduction program. Additionally, it
administers the Canada Vüater Act (CNC-IDNDR, 1994) .
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(3) Department of National Defence (DND)

rn many di-saster situations the oepartment of National
Defence (DND) may be called on to assist in a variety of
circumstances in order to provide a number of services: the
latter include sandbag wall construction in flood control,
helicopter and other rescue operations, and erection of
temporary structures. The involvement of miritary expertise
in engineering, medical and logistical activities in natural
disaster emergencies is particularly significant (The Joint
Committee RSC/CAE, 1990 ) .

(4) Agriculture Canada

rn addition to its major responsibility for emergency

management of canadian food and agriculture, Agriculture
canada is invorved in crop insurance, including protection
against losses due to flooding. This program/ funded in part
by this federal department, is designed to provide coverage to
farmers who suffer periodic rosses as a resurt of flooding.
However, it is not avairable for lands which have been

designated as flood-prone aïeas.

(5) Canadian National Committee (CNC) for the IDNDR

In order to promote activities and initiatives related to
the TDNDR, the cNC for the INDR was established in j_993 by the
Government of canada, under the auspices of the Royal society
of canada and the canadian Academy of Engineering. The cNC has
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representation from government,

the private sector.

The major responsibilities
Canada and abroad. Of course/

major focus of natural- disaster

6. 1. 2 Províncial Government

(1) Manitoba Emergency Measures Organization (EMO)

The Manitoba EMO, through the authority of The Emergency

Measures Act, is responsible for coordinating the activities
of federal, provincial- and municipal goveïnments, crov¡n

corporations and agencies to mitigate the effects of an

emergency. The Manitoba EMo grew out of the l-950 flood event,

and was transferred from the Munj-cipat Affairs Department to
Government services in 1-980. The director of EMo reports to
the Deputy Minister of the Department of Government services.

The Manitoba EMO/s maj-n functions invol-ve the planning of
protective action and preparedness for disasters and

emergencies, and the provision of assistance during actual
disaster conditions. rn addition to its operational
activities, the Manitoba EMO atso provides training programs

for municipal officiats. These courses are designed to meet

the training requirements in such activities as

communi.cations, public information and community health
planning (Manitoba Government Services, 1993 ) .

The Manitoba EMO's role is similar to that of EpC in that
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it is directed towards the p:ievention of damage and the
provision of assistance to a community once a disaster is
immi-nent or has occurred. Their role is vital in minimLzLng
property damage and loss of life in Manitoba due to all_

peacetime disasters, including floods. However their role is
not conducive to a reduction of possible future damages, other
than by emergency measures. Normally the Manitoba EMo is
informed by the water Resources Branch of potential flooding,
and then the Manitoba EMo contacts the affected communities by

facsimire and letter. This is forlowed up by the Manitoba EMo

District Manager's visiting communities to advise and assist
in preparing for the flooding (Manitoba Government services,
1993 ) .

(2) Department of Natural Resources

The Manitoba Department of Natural Resources is
responsibl-e for the managementr protection and enhancement of
the province,s aír, water and l-and resources. The

Department's water Resources Branch is the major agency that
provides flood forecastÍng services and manages water control
structures. As of L992, within the water Resources Branch,

there were f ive functionar divis j-ons: Administration, trrTater

Licensing and Approvals, Water Management, Hydrotechnical-

services, and Regional Management (Manitoba Natural Resources,

1"992). The Administration section administers the Dyking

Authority Act, the Rivers and streams Act, the water Resources
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Administratíon Act, and the Water Rights Act that are
pertinent to the flood hazard. The water Licensing and

Approvals Section has the responsibil-ities for administering
the Water Use Regulation and Water Diversion Works Regulation,
both under the aegis of the water Rights Act of Manitoba.

The water Management section, s activities include
administering legislation and policies pertaining to flood
damage reduction. The Section also undertakes investigation of
both structural and non-structural means of reducing existing
levels of agricultural, industriat and property damage from
flooding. This unit is responsibte for the implementation of
the canada-Manitoba F]ood Damage Reduction program.

with reference to the ftood hazard, the Hydrotechnical_

services sectj-on provides flood and runoff forecasting, and

al-so produces an inventory of ground and surface waters.
The Regional Management section provides engineering

services and is capable of responding to flood emergencies.

some of its duties are the operation and maintenance of flood
control facilities, coordination of all flood fighting
activiti-es, and assistance to the Manitoba Disaster Assistance
Board with restoration works and clairns from the public.

(3) Manitoba Disaster Assistance Board (MDAB)

The MDAB has been an independent body of the Department

of Government services since 1,982. rt was established in law

under the Emergency Measures Act in July 1,987. The Board is
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responsible for communicating and administering government

policy on disaster assistance in accordance with the Emergency

Measures Act and the Disaster Financial- Assistance Policy. The

Board can provide compensation and financial assistance both

during and after the occurrence of a disaster.

As outlined in the Manitoba Government Services Annual

Report (1993), the activities of the MDAB include public

disaster assistance awareness program, investigation of

claims, and implementation of disaster assistance programs.

The MDAB has completed many disaster assistance programs

including flood assistance programs for the City of Winnipeg

and other communities. This Board has compensated homeowners

and farmers for losses and damage to their homes and personal

items, âs well as providing compensation to the City of

Winnipeg for its damages (Manitoba Government Services | 1"995).

For example, the Board paid almost $14 mill-j-on to Winnipeg as

compensation for f looding in l-,993. Approximately $10. B million

of this total was paid to individual property owners in a

private sector program, whereas $3. l- million was paid to the

City of Winnipeg government. For the L996 spring flood, the

City of Winnipeg will get about $f million from the MDAB/

mainly to reimburse it for its flood fighting expenditure

(Bennett, 1996b).
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6.1.3 The City of lrlinnipeg

(1) Emergency program Office
rn L990 the city of winnipeg estabr-ished an Emergency

Program office and hired¡ âs its directorr ân Emergency

Program coordinator whose essential functions were to
establish, enhance, and maintain emeïgency preparedness

activities in winnipeg lThe Board of commissioners, city of
winnipeg ' 1-993) . The Emergency program coordinator is
responsible for writing and developing the local emeïgency

response p1an, and works with alr response agencies such as

police, fire and ambulance, in order to ensure a coordinated
planning effort. with the assistance of the Manitoba EMo, the
coordinator produced the city of winnipeg Emergency plan in
1,992.

fn addition to managing and coordinating any emergency

response for winnipeg, the coordinator is required to keep

city council and the Mayor informed of developments as they
occur, and to ensure that all their dÍrections are carried
out. The Emergency operations centre (Eoc), located in the
Emergency Program office in city Hall, is the key to
emergency/disaster response. The Eoc serves as the master
coordination and control point for all counter-disaster
efforts. The centre contains the necessary personnel, physical
facilities and communications for the central coordination of
the City's emergency response.
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(2) water and waste Department

The City of winnipeg's water and wast.e Department
provides regional services for drinking water, \n/astewater,

land drainage and solid waste to the residents and businesses
of Winnipeg.

The Department's responsibilities include maintenance of
the f lood protection f acil_it j_es and the City, s system of
stormwater retention basins. The operation of the urban sewage

collection system and pumping and treatment facilities is also
a major part of the Department's function. Through its
services, the Department manages to protect property and

public heal-th against river flooding and snowmelt and

rainstorm runoff.
In 1"996 Winnipeg flood, the Department staff monitored

water levels very closely to assess the possibility of
frooding and the staff consulted daily with provincial
representatives to determine the need for operation of the Red

Rj-ver Floodway. The staff also manned flood
on a 2â-hour basis to ensure that they were

(Taylor and Turner, l-996) .

(3) Streets and Transportation Department

The streets and Transportation Department,s major areas

of responsibility include transportation planning,
construction of regional streets, construction and maintenance

of bridges, and install-ation/application and maintenance of
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all traffic control devices. with regard to flooding, the
Department/s Equipment & Material services oivision is in
charqe of sandbag production and filling that enable secondary
dyke construction and raising in the City.

In the 1_996 flood, the Department fi1led 375,000

sandbags ; 325,000 of these were delivered to homeowners for
the construction of necessary secondary dykes along the Red

River. This helped protect over i-00 residences in the st.
Norbert, st. Germain and scotia street localities from the
danger of river flooding. rn addition, Department staff
monitored bridges and other river crossing structures for
possible hazards (Tay1or and Turner, 1,gg6).

(4) Social Services Department

The soci-ar services Department is charged with the
responsibility for providing fÍnancj-a1 aid and rehabilitative
services to destitute peopre in winnipeg. Germane to damaging

flood events, the Department provides emergency food,
clothing, shel-ter, registration/inquiry, and other personal
services to victims of disasters and emergencies. rn the
flood emergency of L996, the Department placed two families at
the university of Manitoba and provided food for two
additional families.

6.1.4 Summary

When faced with a serious sit.uation,
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flooding, there is an increased need for mutual support and

cooperation between government agencies. To avoid working at
cross-purposes or in ignorance of the other's objectives,
federalr provincial and municipal departments concerned with
flood emergencies shoul-d augment inter-agency communication

and co-ordination.

6.2 EMERGENCY T,EGISLATION AND GUIDELINES

Emergency legislation and flood fighting arrangements

have established the responsibilities of approprÍate

departments, and set out the procedures in responding to flood
disasters. These jurisdictions ensure that flood
disaster/emergency responses can be effectively organized.

The following relevant legislation is investigated in order to
identify its impact on flood disaster management practice

(rable 6.2) .

Table 6.2 Emergency Legislation
General legislation
L
2
3
4
5
6

Emergencies Act (l-988)
Emergency Preparedness Act (l-9BB)
Manitoba Emergency Measures Act (1-987)
Manitoba Emergency Plan (l-984)
City of Winnipeg Emergency Plan (1,992)
Disaster Financial Assístance Arranqements

Flood- Specif ic leqislation
1-) Community Emergency Management Guidelines - Floods
2) Emergency Action Guidelines - Flood Incident
3) Flood Fighting Plan
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6.2.L General Legislation
( 1- ) Emergencies Act

rn June 1987, the Government of canada introduced in
Parliament new comprehensive federal emergency legislation to
replace the war Measures Act; the resulting Emergencies Act

was given Royal Assent in July l-9BB (Emergency preparedness

Canada, 1989a) .

The Emergencies Act is a multi-part statute, which

includes fully safeguarded and appropriately limited
exceptional powers to deal with four types of national
emergency. The Act includes provisions for major emergencies

in canada, such as armed confrict against the nation and

internal large-scale public disorder beyond the capacity of a

province to handle. of special importance to a fl_ood disaster
in winnipeg, the Emergencies Act covers public welfare
emergencíes, such as severe natural events that creates major

and immediate adversity beyond the ability of a province to
cope with.

This legislation also contains procedures to ensure that
indÍviduals who suffer loss or injury as a result of the
application of the Act will be fairly compensated.

(2) Emergency Preparedness Act

The Emergency preparedness Act, legislated in l-9BB/

provides a statutory basis for the planning and preparedness

programs which are necessary for dealing effectively with
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emergencies of all kinds. The Act led to the establishment of
Emergency Preparedness canada (Epc) / an independent agency of
the federal government. The Act (Government of canada, j_gBB)

set out the specific functions of Epc with respect to both the

development and implementation of civil emergency prans,

established the emergency planning responsibilities of federal
ministers generarly, and explicitly recognized the interests
of the provinces in relation to federal assistance provided

during a provínciaI emergency (EpC, !989a).

(3) Manitoba Emergency Measures Act

The Manitoba Emergency Measures Act was assented to in
Jury 1987. The Manitoba EMo administers this Act. rn this
Act, Part rr establishes the responsibilities and powers of
the Minister of Government Services and the local authorities
in respect of emergency preparedness.

Part rrr details the implementation of emergency plans,

decraration of a state of emergency/ emergency pov¡eïs, and

compensation for loss. section 6 specifically requests the
establishment, modification, and approval of emergency

preparedness plans and programs . Sections j_l_ ( l_ ) and L1_(2)

permit the decraration of a state of rocal emeïgency by the
local authority. such declaration can be crucial- in enabling

local authorities to take actions necessary to provide maximum

protection to people/ property and the environment.

Part rv provides for the establishment of the Manítoba
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Di-saster Assistance Board

implementation of disaster

(4) Manj_toba Emergency plan

The aim of the Manitoba Emergency pran is to provide a

mechanism for ensuring prompt and coordinated response by the
Manitoba Government to emergencies and disasters. The plan is
comprised of two major parts.

Part r outlines the basic emeïgency plan for dealing with
emergencies and disasters. rt delineates the respective
responsibilities of local- authorities and the Manitoba
Government and its departments. Furthermore, it describes the
essential response structure and response concept which form
the basis for emergency action for arr emergencies and
disasters.

Part rr provides emergency action guidelines for
emergencies which may require provincial action or
coordination. Most important is the conmunity Emergency
Management Guidelines for various disasters/emergencies,
including floods.

and its duties relating to the
assistance policy.

(5) City of Vüinnipeg Emergency plan

The aim of the cíty of winnipeg Emergency plan is to
provide a prompt and coordinated response by the city to major
peacetime emergencies and disasters. The plan generalÌy sets
out the basic arïanglements appricable to any peacetime
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emergency/ and it describes in detait the emergency response

structure and emergency response procedures. rn addition, the
Pl-an outl-ines the responsibilities of the City,s departments

in emergency or d.isaster operations. Detail-ed emergency

response plans outlining operating procedures for combatting
particular emergency situations, such as river flooding/ aïe
maintained by the sector coordinators under the general
direction of the chief coordinator (Emeïgency program office,
7992) .

( 6 ) Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements

EPC managesl on behalf of the Government of canada, Lhe

Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements. These Arrangements

are j-ntended to monetarily assist a provincial government

where the damage costs from a disaster are greater than the
respective province could reasonabry bear. under these
arrangements, the Federal Government provides, at the request
of a province, financial assistance in accordance with a

formula based on population. Generallyr palments are made to
restore public works to their pre-disaster condition, and to
faciritate the restoration of essential property of private
citizens, farmsteads and small businesses (Emergency

Preparedness Canada, I9B9b) .

Under the formular no federa] assistance
unl-ess provinciar expenditure exceeds an amount

per capita of the provincial population. When a
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expenditures exceed this leveI, the amount of federal_

financial assistance payable to a province is determined as

specified in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Federal- post-Disaster Financiar Assistance
Provincial Eligible Expenditures

First $l- per capita
Second $Z per capita
Next ÇZ per capita
Remainder

ource:

When cost-sharing is arranged with a province, the EpC/s

Regional Director plays a key role in co-ordinating the
facilitation of financial assistance eligible under the
Arrangements.

The formula used by the Manitoba Government to aid the
city of winnipeg is the same as that which the federal
government uses with respect to provinces (Table 6.3 ) .

Therefore, the aid threshold for Vüinnipeg would be about

$61-5,000. The formula the provj-nce uses for determining cost
sharing levels is as foll_ows (Table 6.4):

Federal-

0
50?
7sz
90å

Share

Table 6.4

Per Capita
Eliqible Cost

$0.00 to $1.00

$l-. 0l- to $3 . 00

$3 .01- to $s . 00

Manitoba-Winnipeg Disaster Cost-Sharing

$5.01- plus
urce: Benne

Government of Manitoba
share

08

50%

759õ

908

Cíty of Winnipeg
Share

t-3 6

t-00å

50%

252
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6,2.2 Flood-specific Legíslation
(1) community Emergency Management Guidelines - Floods

The second part of the Manitoba Emergency plan is the
community Emergency Management Guideli-nes concerning various
emergency situations. rn order to assist a community in
preparing for, and responding to, a fl-ood, the Guidelines
specify possible rnajor effects of a flood and resouïces that
may be used in an emergency.

With respect to flood emergencies, the Guidelines
stipurate that the community emergency coordinator is crearly
assigned duties at the three sequential stages: pre-emergency,

emergency/ and post-emergency (see Appendix c). The role of an

emergency coordinator is emphasized; this person may delegate
many of the tasks defined in the Guidelines. As there i_s no

exclusive flood emergency action plan existing in the city of
Winnipeg, these Guidelines are very useful.

(2) Emergency Action Guidelines - Ftood rncident
The Manitoba EMo/s Emergency planning Guideline provides

a guide for communities in designing their emeïqency plans. as
part of the general planning guidelines, a sub_guideline,
called Emergency Action Guidelines - FLood rncident, is also
íncluded. The latter describes the provincial and municipal
responsibilities pertaining to a frood event. rt al-so

specif ies t.he f l-ood emergency response procedures at f ive
stages: pre-emergency/ preparatory, limited flood emergency/
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flood emergency, and post emergency (see Appendix D).

As an expansion of the above Flood rncident Guideline,
the Red River FLood rncident Emergency Action Guidel_ines (see

Appendix E) specificarly for flooding of the Red River valley
communities are presented. This Guideline explicitly describes
the procedures of flood response organization, and sets out
the responsibilities of pertinent departments and agencies for
coping with flood emergency.

As these two flood emergency guidelines r¡/ere designed by

the Manitoba EMo with the focus on the whol_e province, much of
the document discussed is about the responsibil_ities of
provincial respondíng departments, rather than the specific
situation of the City of Winnipeg.

(3) Flood Fighting ptan

The objective of the Flood Fighting plan is to establish
standing operating procedures to meet a flood emeïgency. The

first-documented plan, called Manitoba Fl_ood Fighting plan,

was produced in l-966 under the authority of the civil_ Defence

Act. rt has been replaced by the Manitoba Department of
Natural- Resources Emergency Respon,se plan, in which flood
emergency response organization is simply described as part of
the general plan. The Department of Natural Resources is
directry responsible for responding to flood emergencies. rts
responsibilities are as follows: the water Resources Branch

provides fl-ood forecasting services; the Operations Division
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directs flood control operations, it ar_so provides technical_
advice and assistance to municipalities concerning flood
protection measures and flood damage assessment (Manitoba
Natural Resources/ j_993) .

rn winnipeg, the major responsibre agency is the water
and waste Department. The Department does not have a formal
written fl-ood response plan; neverthel_ess, its flood emergency

operation is normally based on its "Fl_ood Activity Manual,,,
which was produced in 1980. This Manual needs to be revised
periodically as necessary to reflect any changes in operation
of the sewer systems and pumping stations. As the pumping

stations are operated by the water and waste Department, they
are activated in sequence as the river revel rÍses, according
to the instructions in this Manual and in the comprehensive

"Tnstruction Manual of operations for Flood pumpj_ng stations,,

6.3 FLOOD DISASTER MANAGEMENT ORGANTZATION

Unlike weather disaster mitigation, flood damage

reduction in canada is prj-marily a responsibility of
provincial and municipal governments. Frooding is a regional
concern, and many of the measuïes which coul_d be implemented
to reduce flood damages aïe under the jurisdiction of the
provincial and municipal governments. To ensure successful
flood damage reduction in Vüinnipeg, the Federal and the
Manitoba Governments shourd work in close co-opeïation with
the City of Winnipeg.
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6.3.1 Emergency/Disaster Response Concept

Generarly, responsibility for responding to emergencies

or disasters starts with those persons or organizations
closest to the extreme event. As the magnitude of the event
surpasses the response capability of a particular individual,
organization¡ or local level of government, the next logícal
agency level will be involved. However, involvement of this
next level of response does not eliminate the responsibirity
or authority of those levers cl_oser to the emergency/disaster
(Dimitrijevic, L995) (Figure 6-1) .

6. 3 .2 üfinnipeg Emergency Response Organization
The city of winnipeg Emergency pfan outlines the alr-

emergency response approach procedures (Emergency program

Office, 1,992; p.3).

when an emergency/disaster occurs or threatens, theinitiat response will be made by the establ_ished cityemergency services (i.e. police, fire and ambulance). r-fan emergency situation threatens Lo exceed the capauirityof the regular City emergency services, the City otwinnipeg Emergency Responsé orgãnization will be al-ertedand activated if necessary.

Responsibirity for the control and conduct of theemergency operation rests with the city of winnipeg. TheManitoba EMo acts only .as a support group, piolioingadvice and assistance in areas -eithe-r ,röt ävailablewithin the city's normal organization functions or wherean expansion of activity is required beyond the city/s
o\^/n resource capacity (Figure 6-2).

To avoid disruption or change, as much as possible,
when it becomes necessary to adopt an emergency posture,
departments responsj-bre for a specif ic tunc1ion- *irr arsobe responsible for that functiòn in an emergency.
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Figure 6- 1 Emergency/Disaster Response System

Source: Dimitrijevic (1995).
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6.3.3 Vtinnipeg Flood oisaster Management organization

winnipeg suffered the most serious spring flood since

1826 in May l-950, which triggered the largest emergency

operation in the history of winnipeg. In many \^/ays, the

management of the l-950 ftood \^Ias an exemplary demonstration of

societal response to a natural disaster. In dealing with the

flood emergency, a special committee consisting of the chief

coordinators from several Winnipeg's departments was set up.

In retrospect, w.D. Hurst (1950), the chairman of the

Committee, Stressed the important role of the Committee in

coordinating and cooperating emergency response activities. He

reported that "this Committee was given more power than

any other committee has ever been given in the history of the

City of Winnipeg. ", and "all in all this was a wise move. rl

(Hurst, 1950a, pl-85; and l-950b, p. 18 ) .

The lessons from the 1-950 flood catastrophe made the City

of Winnipeg Council keep this committee functioning by vesting

it with adequate authority and providing it with the necessary

funds. Tt was once suggested by F.J. Fleury (l-950) that a

nDisaster Organization" should be estabtished and a disaster

plan to deal with emergencies should be existing at any time.

Consequently, the Manitoba Emergency Measures Organization

grew out of the 1-950 disaster, and provincial and municipal

emergency plans have been developed.

Accordingly, the city of vlinnipeg has established an

emergency response organization, which consists of the
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Emergency control committee (Ecc) / the Emergency preparedness

and coordination committee (Epcc), and the Emergency

operations centre (Eoc). The city Emergency progïan office is
a permanent agency for managing and coordinating emergency

responses/ in which the Eoc is located. The Eoc contains the
necessary personnel, physical facilities and communications

for the central coordination of the emergency response. Al_l_ of
these put a gruarantee in operating emergency/disaster
response.

Figure 6-3 itlustrates the general framework of the ftood
disaster organization management system in the city of
winnipeg. As disaster response in canada is generally the
responsibility of elected officiars at municipal l_evel, the
city of winnipeg plays a central- part in flood disaster
response action. The two major lead agencies are the city,s
Water and Waste Department and the Streets and Transportation
Department. rn the meantimer provincial_ and federal
invorvements are also necessary/ particularly in respect of
flood forecasting and external resources support. rn flood
fighting, the water Resources Branch and the operations
Division of the Manitoba Natural- Resources aïe in charge of
flood forecasting and operating flood control works. under no

circumstances are the Manitoba EMo and the winnipeg Emergency

Program office najor players in any emergency response, but
they can render assistance through coordinationg other
departments' activities, such as public aid, public works,
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public safety sectors.

At the municipal level, the ECC/s role is to determine

overall policies, and to provide direction of all phases of a

comprehensive disaster management. The EPCC is responsible for

creating and maintaining the City/s emergency response plan

and for coordinating response to a major emergency or

disaster. At the stage of emergency, the ECC and EPCC make up

part of the Emergency Operations Control Group (EOCG) / which

futfils a response role and exists only then. The Site

Management Team, under the direction of the appointed Site

Manager, works for the EOCG. The EOCG is to support the

response efforts of the site management, and to funnel the

resources provided by external- agencies to the site. The site
management is to return life to 'normal' as soon as possible.

In organLzLng an efficient flood emergency response/ the

key is teamwork. Both inter-department and inter-governmental

coordinations shoul-d be strengthened. Departmental roles and

responsibilities need to be well established. The joint

efforts of the government agencies in the effective planning,

preparation and implementation of flood protection activities

are particularly important in this aspect.

Additionally, a network of volunteers should be created

for flood fighting. In most cases/ property owners have access

to volunteers only through friends, neighbours, and local

communities. This situation can be improved. The City of

Winnipeg provides sandbags for building dykes and has some
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expertise on sandbagging and dyking. However, the City is
unable to provide a labour source for the construction of
emergency dykes. rt is apparent that an operational system be

developed that provides volunteers to those residents who need

them during a flood. rt is hoped that the canada Employment

centres of the federal department, Human Resources Development

canada, will become involved in helping accomplish this task
by developing inventories of volunteer l_abour.
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7 . L SUM}TARY

There aïe many ways to combat flood hazards. These

usually involve four overlapping functional phases:

mitigation, preparedness/ response, and post-disaster
recovery. rn this thesis the themes dj-scussed are: flood
L.azard analysis, mitigation measures, disaster preparedness,

and emergency response organization. There is no consideration
of the recovery phase.

The flood hazard anarysis undertaken in this thesis
incruded a survey of the causes of frooding and the historical
floods in winnipeg. Based on the historical data, flood
frequency analysis and risk analysis were conducted in order
to identify the recurrence of frooding. By comparing the
resurts of three different methods of anarysis and the work of
the water Resources Branch, it is apparent that the accuracy

of f]ood frequency estimation is largely dependent upon the

length of the data record and on the serection of frequency

distributions.

To cope with the Red River flood hazard, mitigation
measures have been adopted. since the l-950s, these consisted

of reduction of either the probabirity of flood occurrence, or

L48
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of the magnitude of damaging flood impacts in winnipeg. The

construction of four major flood cont.rol works, specifically
the Red River Froodway, portage Diversion, shell_mouth Dam, and

st. Andrews Lock and Dam, and the winnipeg frood protection
system, with its dyking and pumping components, has prevented

major fl-ood damages in winnipeg. A1l these structural works

are highly cost effective. rn particular, the operation of the
winnipeg Red River Floodway has consistently provided a

safeguard for winnipeg in spring time. Based on the analysis
of the fl-ood data at Redwood Bridge, it has been found that
the actual 160-year flood has a higher discharge than the
capacity of the flood protection system. The city of
winnipeg, therefore, flây not handre a J-60-year flood as

designed.

rn winnipeg many non-structural measures have been

employed to reduce potential losses from frooding. under the
Canada-Manitoba Fl_ood Damage Reduction program, Winnipeg flood
risk areas were designated along the Red/ Assiniboine and

seine Rivers in 1-980, based on the apparent 1_60-year flood
level-. The resulting winnipeg rnterim Flood Risk Map and its
accompanying brochure were not as widely distributed to home

o\¡rners in the flood risk areas as required by the Flood Risk

Mapping Agreement. Frood forecasting has been criticalry
important in the provision of discharge information for
operating flood control works and for organizing flood
response activities. Moreover, the implementation of
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government legislation and legal arrangements has had an

important impact on winnipeg flood hazard reduction efforts,
through exercising contror over urban development in areas
subject to flooding. Although a formal flood insurance pïogram

was not recommended by the Royal commission in the l_950s, it
is highly desirabr-e that an insurance program, involving
public funds and the private insurance industry, be

established in order to provide financial assistance to
property ovrners affected by flooding in flood-prone areas of
winnipeg because of the increased flood damage potential,
particularry in the south of the city where residentiar
development has been large during the past four decades.

Flood disaster preparedness entails activities designed
to increase the effectiveness of emergency response prior to
and during a fl-ood disaster. rn this preparedness phase,

disaster pranning, warning system establishment, and. the Joint
Emergency Preparedness program (JEpp) were implemented by the
responsible federalr provincial and municipal government

departments. Disaster preparedness training in winnipeg was

mainly designed for government officials and personner in non-
government organizations; it was not available to the general
public. with respect to the public education pïogram, a

variety of materials, especially literature, \¡/as produced.

Unfortunately, these were not widely distributed to the
pubric. Public flood disaster awareness is still veïy low.
Many winnipeggers do not know the major agencies responsible
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for flood reduction and emergency response. rn general,

residents are unavrare of the legislation and regurations
pertinent to flood hazard reduction.

To effectively reduce Canadian flood damages, much

tegislation has been enacted and many institutional
arrangements have been established by federalr provincial and

municipal governments. Accordingly/ some government agencies

are committed to flood disaster management. rnter-agency

communication and coordination should be augmented in order to
increase the efficiency of the latter. rn organizíng disaster
response, the Manitoba EMo has developed excellent guidelines,
which explicitly prescribe the responsibilities and the
response procedures of different government departments. rn
flood fighting in winnipeg, the major lead departments are the
Manitoba Natural Resources Department and the city of
winnipeg/s water and waste Department. The Manitoba EMo and

the winnipeg Emergency program office provide assistance

through coordinating the flood response activities of other

departments. rn responding to a flood emergency/ there must

be efficient teamwork. A volunteer network system, invorving
the city of winnipeg and the Human Resources Deveropment

Canada, should be devetoped.

The full range of aspects of Winnipeg,s flood hazard

management discussed in this thesis is summarized

diagrammatically in Figure 7-1".

'it'..-.'*- - --
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7 .2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TMPROVEMENT OF T¡TINNIPEG ' S

FLOOD HAZARD MANAGEMENT

In managing Winnipeg's flood lnazard, the following issues

will need to be improved:

l- ) Frequency analysis

When undertaking flood frequency analysis, scientists
concentrate on statistical methodology and lengthening the

historical flood data record. However, many scientists
disregard the impact of historical climatic changes on the

hydrological regime. The Vüater Resources Branch should

conduct in-depth research on Winnipeg's ftood frequencies in
terms of the impact of climatic change in the Red River basin

during the past L20 years.

2) Primary and secondary dykes

The dyking system was constructed in the l-950s. It is
necessary to raise the primary dykes, where their crests are

1ow, to the designed protection level. Large quantities of

sandbags are used to raise or construct secondary emergency

dykes around private properti-es in each spring floodíng,

especially in south Winnipeg. ft is recommended that some

these temporary sandbag dykes be converLed into permanent

structures.

3) Flood risk map

The Winnipeg Interim Flood Risk Map was produced in L979.

As several neighbourhoods in Winnipeg have developed since

mapping completion, updatíng of this map is required. The map
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should reflect the updated flood frequencies completed by the
Water Resources Branch.

4) Public education

rmprovement in public education is necessary. Most of
the educational pubtications on frooding and emergency

response were only availabre upon request. As it is
impracticable to distribute such materials to all individual-
households in winnipeg, it is recommended that short articles
on flood emergency measures be presented in newspapers. Radio

and television programs on the flood threat and on flood
preparedness should be broadcast in the spring time in order
to increase the pubric's flood disaster awareness and to
enhance citizens' collective response ability. An alternative
to training and education is the use of electronic media, such

as video and the rnternet, to disseminate information to the
public.

5 ) Fl_ood manuals and guidelines

The Flood Activity Manuarr produced by the city of
winnipeg's water and waste Department, needs to be revised
periodically in order to reflect any change in operatj_on

because of the increasing flood damage potential and the
restructuring of city departments involved in flood response.

6) Teamwork

When faced with a serious flooding situation, there is an

increased need for teamwork. Both inter-departmental and

inter-governmental coordinations should be strengthened.
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Departmental rol-es and responsibirities need to be crarified.
The joint efforts of government agencies in the effective
planning/ preparation and implementation of flood protection
activities are particularly important.

7 ) Volunteer management

whenever there has been spring frooding in winnipeg, some

cítizens have volunteered to help residents protect their
properties. rn most cases, the volunteers were eíther
contacted directly by ftood-threatened homeowners or by the
rocal community organizations. To efficiently organize the
volunteer resources necessary to combat flooding, the city of
vüinnipeg should establish an inventory of persons volunteering
their services. This network of volunteers can be created with
the invorvement of the federal- department, Human Resources

Development Canada.

7 .3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Flood hazard management is a broad topic, and not every

aspect v¡as covered in this thesis. To better understand

Winnipeg's flood situation, two major issues need to be

thoroughly researched; these are public unavrareness and

anticipated flood damage losses.

7 .3.L Pub1ic Arirareness Assessment

The canada-Manitoba Flood Damage Reduction program has

existed for over two decades, and a series of fl-ood mitigation
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and preparedness activities have been implemented widely.
Actually, coping with the frood hazard is not onry the routine
work of some government agencies, but is a task for the whole

society. Therefore, the general public should be actively
involved in flood hazard reduction activity.

rt is necessary to examine public awareness of the flood
reduct.ion and preparedness pïograms implemented for winnipeg.
fn 7976, following the introduction of the national FDRP

program, Hannigan and Kueneman (rglB) conducted a sociological
survey that revealed general public unawareness of the major
frood control works, flood ïesponse agencies and fl_ood

emergency measures pertinent to winnipeg. Twenty years later,
it is reasonabl-e to assume that public avrareness may have

increased. A new study needs to be undertaken in winnipeg to
reassess the lever of flood-related knowledge, the public
attitudes toward flood legislation, and the property owners,

likely emergency response to a flood event affecting them.

7 .3.2 Vulnerability Anal-ysÍs

A vulnerability analysis should be undertaken in order to
estimate the degree of ross or damage that would resurt from

the occurrence of future flood hazard events of given severity
in lTinnipeg. This work should include existing developed

locations and also those local-iti-es with the greatest
residentiar and commercial- development potential in flood-
prone areas.
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A major aspect of the vulnerability analysis for winnipeg
is mapping the likely effects of future floods; this work can

be accomplished by using Grs technology. Tvro specific topics
of research are vitar. Firstly, flood boundary maps for
flooding of different rnagnitudes, such as 20-, 50-, j_00_ and

l-50-year floods, should be generated for Winnipeg. Secondly,
the potential damage impacts of flooding on residential
property, criticar infrastructures, and. industrial and

commercial facilities, should be scientifícally analyzed in
order to provide a complete assessment of Winnipeg,s flood
vuJ-nerability.
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Appendix A

UPDATED FLOOD OUTLOOK T'OR MANITOBA SPRING OF 1996
(March 18, 1996)

Manitoba's Water Resources Branch has updated its spring flood outlook based on new
information on snowcover and soil conditions.

The spring flooding potential remains high in most areas south of the Trans-Canada Highway.
However, below average precipitation during the past month or so has resulted in some reduction
in predicted peak flows and stages for most streams.

The occurrence or severity of flooding will depend on greatly on spring weather conditions.
A gradual melt with little additional snow or rain would allow ihe nooO potential to dissipate.
However, a rapid melt and/or additional heavy snow or untimely spring rain could produce serious
flooding.

The flood potential decreased to moderate in the Interlake, Westlake and Swan River regions
and to low in northern Manitoba.

The Branch's RiverForecast Centre will monitor the flood potential closely, and will provide
daily updates on conditions and forecasts by means of flood sheits once runoff is well und"rray.

Source: Alf A. Warkentin, Water Resources Branch, Manitoba Natural Resources.
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Appendix B

LOCATION

Red River

Above Floodway

Today's Conditions

Below Floodway

S. Perimeter

Flow
(cfs)

Bishop Grandin

Manitoba Water Resources Branch
Døily Wafer Levels and Forecøsts

CITY of WINNIPEG, 1996

Elm Park Bridge

Stage
(ft.)

James Avenue

78,000

Kildonan Bridge

4L,40

Assiniboine River

Change
from
May 2

Three Day Forecast of Stage or
Flow

764.42

Headingley

44,300

751.44

W. Perimeter

Ìl0;4.ay 4

St. James Bridge

-0.r2

52,500

Sturgeon @ Ness

21.O

+0.13

52,700

May 5

Omands @ Dublin

764.3

1.8.2

La Salle-Hwy 75

+0.1

5,800

May 6

Predicted Peak FIow or
Level

751.4

t5.4

764.1

0.0

Qor
WL

2t.0

75r.4

762.60

+0.1

1,400

763.8

150

18.2

20.9

751.3

Date

-0.18

Previous Peak Stages & Flows

3,500

t5.4

764.59

t8.2

20.8

753.5

ater

Flow
(cfs)

1979

Date: May 3, 1996, 10:00am

762.4

15.4

-300

Apr 30

t8.2

22.t

-50

Apr 19

Stage
(ft.)

763.0

t5.4

1995

-400

90,000

1,200

19.6

Apr 19

44,900

120

763.8

16.8

Flow
(cfs)

3000

1000

764.99

Apr 28

47,500

100

767.07

752.92

Apr 28

Stage
(ft.)

2500

800

55,500

55,200

80

Apr 25

42,900

55,200

2000

sources.

2250

757.4r

450

19.t7

r78

43,000

9,500

5200

75r.92

Ãpr 29

Apr 2I

51,500

21.q

765.9r

Apr 29

51,500

2,230

600

17.90

1.2,000

5,800

15.30

766.00

1700

350

3,500



Appendix C

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY MAI\AGEMENT GUIDELINES . FLOODS

Possible Major Effects --
Resources --

PRE.EMERGENCY

MAYORIREEVE AND COUNCIL

NOTE: it is well advised for the Emergency Coordinator to
delegate many of the tasks found in this guidelines.

t
t

t
t
t

t
t

t
t
t
t

t

I
t
t

t

t

t
t

t
t

Complete/update fl ood hazañ. analysis.
List and check resources (equipment) required for flood fighting.
Deficiencies in equipment should be noted and if possibre purchase or
rental arangements should be made.
Establish/confi rm mutual aid a:rangements.
Check water ways, drainage ditches for obstructions.
Keep fuel tanks full in all vehicles and check mechanical/electrical
equipment.
Develop public information and emergency communications plans.
Prepare and release public information announcements on the risVtfueat
of flooding and preventive measures that can be taken.
Move personal property from flood prone ateas to safer areas.
Remove hazardous chemical from bæements and warehouses.
Assess local nuisance grounds for possibility of flooding.
Anchor bulk fuel or other structures that may move from the rising
water levels.
Consult with Manitoba Agriculture on the movement of grain, feed
and livestock from flood prone area.
Review Emergency Transportation Guidelines.
Review Evacuation and Re-Entry Guidelines.
seek further advice on flood mitigation procedures from Natural Resources.
Development flood watch program - train staff in alerting and reporting
procedures.
Conduct public works progr¿lm, i.e., dyking and drainage ditch
construction or clearing.
Pre-position equipment and supplies (not in the flood prone areæ).
Review Emergency communications procedures (primary and secondary
systems checks; e.g. radio, telephone).
Update and exercise telephone fan-out ofpersonnel.
If possible, conduct test exercise of the Emergency operations centre
(EOC) and correct deficiencies.

EMERGENCY COORDINATOR
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EMERGENCY

MAYORI REEV E AND COUNCIL

Notifu MEMO and Natural Resources if
there is need for provincial resources or
assistance.
Implement Emergency Plan, in whole
or in part.
Is Declaration of State of Local Emergency
required? i.e., will there be a need to
exercise emergency powers over those
currently granted to a municipality?
Mayor or Reeve should announce to the
public the reason(s) for Declaring a
State of Local Emergency.
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EMERGENCY COORDINATOR

Have Emergency Response Control Group report to EOC.
Establish EOC.
Establi sh communications between Emergency Site(s)
and EOC.
Identify extent of impact of the flood. This can be done
by consulting with Natural Resources, MEMO and
Environment. Commit resources as they are required.
Decide with mayor and council on a Site Manager.
Assign flood watch crews to their positions.
Conduct dyking operations.
Tum offpower to flood prone buildings.
Implement Emergency Communications Plan.
Implement Evacuation Guidelines.
Establish security perimeter around evacuated a¡ea.
Implement Emergency Transportation Plan for
stranded citizens.
Provide security to evacuated areas.
Implement and direct mutual aid personnnel and
equipment to required areas.
Shut down or repair utilities to reduce public dangers.
Implement Animal Care and Control Program.

POST EMERGENCY

I]

tl

Terminate State of Local Emergency.
Notify MEMO of Termination.
Arrange for Manitoba Disaster Assistance
Board to assess damages to community.

Source: Manitoba EMO, Manitoba Emergency plan (1993).

Consult with Natural Resources that water levels have
fallen to allow re-entry.
Consult with Highways and Transportation that roads,
highways and bridges are safe to use.
Determine priorities for flood cleanup, i.e., clear main
streets and clear unsafe structures.
Restore utilities þhone, gas hydro, sewer).
Contact Manitoba Disaster Assistance Board for
possible compensation.
Test drinking water for safety, assess sewer systems for
service ability, assess roads and bridges for safety.
Initi ate re-entry procedures.
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Appendix D

EMERGENCY ACTION GUIDELINES
.. FLOOD INCIDENT

LEAD RESpoNSE DnpanrunNr - Natural Resources

1. OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY GUIDELINES

Province is responsible for
a. flood forecasting and flood information;
b. advising and assisting local authorities in alerting and informing citizens and

communities about the flood emergency;
c.
d.

supporting municipal flood operation s as required;
performing specific flood control tasks when requested and authorized by local
authority;
the operation of flood control works as provided for in the water Resources
Administration Act and Regulations;
advising and assisting local authorities in the evacuation of citizens from and re-
entry to their communities;
the overall coordination of the provincial and municipal emergency response when
necessary or appropriate;
providing or arranging for the provision of flood stores and equipment;
maintaining emergency communications with local authorities of flooded areas;
arranging for support from federal, other provincial and u.s.A. authorities; and
flood damage estimation of provincial structures.

(}

h.
i.
j.
k.

Municipal, local authorities are responsible for
a. directing and controlling all flood operations in the municipality;
b. ananging for the performance of specific flood control tasks by provincial

departments or agencies;
c. arranging the necessary administrative support for provincial, departmental,

agency or other personnel who are supporting the municipal operation;
e. assisting provincial authorities with damage estimation and advising citizens about

disaster assistance; and
f. waming and alerting the municipality of flood danger.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A FLOOD INCIDENT

The progressive stages in the development of a flood incident are as follows:

Normal Spring Runoff - Conditions will be monitored by Natural Resources personnel
and the progress of the flooding runoff will be reported.
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Limited Flooding - Limited flooding will produce local problems which will be handled
by municipal authorities with the technical advice and assistance of provincial
departments.

Advanced Flooding - When the required emergency response to flooding exceeds the
municipal capability, the municipality may formally request the responsible provincial
departments to act as the municipality's agent to fight the flood. The municipality
continues to be responsible for all costs including equipment rental, sandbags,
sandbagging, etc.

F'lood Emergency - When the flooding involves large areas if contiguous local flooding
and is beyond the response capability of the several municipalities invõlved, the provincial
govemment may declare a flood emergency and authorize and coordinate the required
provincial support response.

3. FLOOD EMER.GENCY RF.SPONSE PHASES

Phase I - Pre-Emergency
Beginning in February of each year, the Flood Forecasting Committee evaluates the
possibility of spring flooding. Preliminary flood forecasts are made before the melt period
begins. Key depanments are alerted and the Central Task Team begins its meeting to
monitor the flood threat. emergency Measures District Managers increase their visits to
municipalities in the flood prone areas. Grain stocks are moved from flood prone areas.

Phase II - Preparatory Stage
An increased state of readiness will result from the growing threat of flooding indicated
in flood forecasts. Municipalities in the threatened *"as *ã provincial depaiments will
prepare for flood emergency operations. Preparations include the review and updating of
flood emergency plans and procedures, the checking of stores, equipment and manpower
resources. where appropriate, fodder and equipment should be moved to safe areas and
livestock evacuated. Emergency Measures District Managers and departmental office
and/or field staff will advise and assist local authorities. Elements of tne provincial
emergency response structure are altered and response personnel briefed.

Phase III - Limited Flood Emergency
Limited flood emergency operations may be conducted simultaneously in several areas of
the province by the involved local authorities. Provincial advice anâ assistance will be
provided within the capabilities of responding departments. Coordination of the provincial
response will, where necessary, be provided by the Manitoba Emergency Measures
Organization.

Phase IV - Flood Emergency
When it is clear that a substantial and sustained provincial response will be required to
deal with the flood emergency, elements of the provincial emeigency response structure
will be activated. Provincial departrnents and municipalities will respond in accordance
with their emergency plans. The Manitoba Emergency Coordinatìon Centre will be
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activated and will provide the necessaly coordination of departrnental and
provinciaUmunicipal emergency responses. Provincial on-site response teams will be
dispatched to advise and assistant local authorities in the conduct of flood fighting
operations and, when necessary, the evacuation of citizens.

PhaseV-PostEmergency
Post emergency operations will involve extensive provincial assistance to municipalities
in such activities as re-entry operations, clean-up, the restoration of utilities, flood d*ug.
estimation, claims for compensation and the resolution of flood operations costs.

Source: Manitoba EMO, Emergency planning Guideline, Section g.
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Appendix E

Serial Action

Phase I Pre-Emergency

I Preliminary flood forecasting liaison
with U.S. authorities on flood prediction

2 News releases on flood forecast issued

RED RIVER FLOOD INCIDENT
EMERGENCY AcTIoN GIIIDELINES

3 Central Task Team meets to consider threat

4 Key provincial departments are alerted

5 District Managers increase liaison visits
to municipalities of flood prone areas

6 Contact and advise local authorities on movement
of grain stocks from flood prone areas

Phase II Preparatory Stage

1 Flood forecasting continues

Vy'ater Resources -
Natural Resources

Minister of Natural Resources/
MEMO Coordinator/

Director of Communications Services

MEMO Coordinator/Departments

MEMO Coordinator

MEMO

Agriculture

2 Spring runoff outlook issued

Responsibility

3 Update flood plans/procedures

4 Check resources of stores,
equipment and manpower. Take replenishment
and/or purchasing action

5 Meet with local authorities to consider
flood control measures, emergency dyking

6 Meet with local authorities to review emergency
response/evacuation plans and procedures

'Water 
Resource - Natural Resources/

MEMO Coordinator/
Director of Communications Services

Water Resources - Natural Resources/
MEMO Coordinator/

Director of Communications Services

Departments/Municipalities

Departments/Municipalities

r84

Regional Operations -
Natural Resources

MEMO/
EHS/ESS



Meet with local authorities to advise and assist
movement of fodder and livestock

Central Task Team continues to meet, informs Deputy
Ministers' Committee about the developing flood threat,
action taken and recommendations for further action

Elements of the provincial emergency response structure
are alerted and response personnel briefed

Provincial Emergency Coordination Centre
is made ready and coordinating

MECC telephone communications
installed and checked

Information news release procedures are
set up and media advised

Preliminary contractual arrangements
made with commercial finns for dyking operations

Arrange special fünancial appropriation and coding

Arrangements made with transportation
authorities for the movement of grain,
fodder and livestock

10

1t

t2

t3

t4

Agriculture

MEMO/
Departments

MEMO

MEMO/Departments
Staff are briefed

Tele-Comm Services/
Govemment Services

MEMO Coordinator/
Director of Communications Services

Engineering & Construction -
Natural Resources

Finance

Agriculture/
Highways & Transportation/

EPC

15

l6

t7

Arrangements made to obtain assistance of Canadain Force

Arrangements made for the provision of
railway water tank cars to transport drinking
water to threatened communities

Phase III Limited Flood Emergency

I Daily operations flood forecasts issued

2 Central Task Team meets regularly to review
flood operations and plan further action

3 Provincial on-site response teams are dispatched
as necessary to the affected municipalities.

4 Municipalities respond in accordance with their
procedures for a flood emergency

5 Provincial response in support of municipal operatons
is coordinated as necessary by the MEMO
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MEMO/Canadian Forces

MEMO/EPC

Water Resources -
Natural Resources

MEMO Coordinatori Departments

MEMO/CTT/Departments

Municipalities

Departments/MEMO



Phase IV General Flood Emergency

I Daily operational flood forecasts and information
on water levels and flow are issued

2 Central Task Team meets daily, briefs and makes
recommendations to Deputy Minister's Committee

3 Deputy Ministers' Committee and
the Minster meet as necessary

4 Elements of the provincial emergency
response structure are activated

5 Emergency Operation Centre is activated and
provides the coordination for the provincial
and provinciaUmunicipal response

6 Issue operations telephone lists to
municipalities, departments and agencies

7 Coordinate and control public information

8 Departments and agencies activate and staff
their twenty-four hour a day emergency telephone

9 Provincial on-site response teâms are dispatched
by the Central Task Team to advise and assist
local authorities in the flood threatened areas

10 Canadian Forces are dispatched to designated localities

11 Municipalities conduct flood operations, evacuate
citizens, hospitals, are homes as necessary, assisted
by provincial and municipal on-site response teams

12 Assistance is provided to evacuatees at reception
centres by the designated reception communities

13 Departments and agencies support municipal flood
operations in accordance with departmental and
agency response procedures

14 Implement and coordinate arangements for the shutting
down of utilities/services in the evacuated areas

15 Advise and assist school authorities in flooded
areas in arrangements for school closing and
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Water Resources -
Natural Resources

MEMO Coordinator/
CTT

Deputy Ministers'/
Minster

MEMO Coordinator/
Departments

MEMO Coordinator/
Departments

MECC

MEMO Coordinator/
Director of Communications Services

Departmentsi Agencies

MEMO/
CTT/Departments

MEMO/
Canadian Forces

MunicipaVProvincial
On-Site Response Teams/

ESS/EHS/RCMP

Municipalities/
ESS/EHS

Departments/
Agencies

Municipalities/
CTT/MECC

Education



16

continuing education requirements

Anange and coordinate the provision of
transport to supplement municipal resources

Anange through EPC the adjustment of
postal service to flooded areas

Maintain regular patrol of all property in the flooded areas

17

18

Phase V Post-Emergency

I Initiate preparatory arrangements
for re-entry

2 Support and where necessary coordinate
municipal re-entry preparations

3 Initiate re-entry information program

4 Ensure that municipal preparations for re-entry
are complete and that provincial responsibilities
have been discharged

5 Implement re-entry operations when
communities are prepared to receive
returning citizens

6 Support municipal re-entry operations
and coordinate as necessary

7 Arrange for flood damage estimation

8 Process claims for compensation

9 Process Departmental claims

t0 Process operations costs

Highways & Transport/
Government Services

CTT

RCMP

Municipalities/Provincial
On-Site Response Teams/

CTT/RCMP

CTT/MECC

MEMO Coordinator/
Director of Communications Services/

Departments

CTT

Source: Manitoba EMO, Emergency Planning Guideline, Section 8.

Municipalities/Provincial
On-Site Response Teams

Departments/MECC

MDAB/Departments

Local Authorities/MDAB

Government Services/
MEMO/MDAB

Finance
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